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攜手同行 – 將愛化成行動






































With so many improvements in technology and society, 
connections between countries have grown closer. Countries 
are becoming even more independent politically and 
economically. In the era of globalization, the world needs to 
work together to deal with poverty, education, discrimination, 
environmental conservation, public health and other issues to 
establish a cooperative global village. As members of the global 
village, you and I can use our strengths to turn love into action, 
embracing desolation with prosperity. Walking hand in hand 
with marginalized groups, we can overcome these adversities. 
As the first office dedicated to Service-Learning in Hong 
Kong, the Office of Service-Learning at Lingnan University 
echoes the school’s motto, “Education for Service”. Through 
providing Service-Learning platforms that connect faculties, 
communities and students, stakeholders are encouraged to 
participate and take up social responsibility. We gather all 
resources and knowledge to collaborate with our stakeholders 
and respond to society’s needs. The theme of this annual 
report, “Walk Hand in Hand”, captures how in the past year we 
have collaborated with many stakeholders to carry out services 
locally and internationally. Our programs integrate classroom 
teaching with meaningful service in community, and thus 
achieves the goal of “serving to learn, learning to serve”.
In the annual report, we will demonstrate the theoretical 
framework of Service-Learning and share its positive effects 
on teaching and learning, community and student growth as 
well as examine research results in the first two chapters. In 
chapters three to six, stories from the Service-Learning and 
Research Scheme (SLRS), Mainland and International Service-
Learning Program (MISLP) and Community Service-Learning 
Program show how stakeholders work together, as in: “Creating 
a Barrier Free Community”, “Promoting Intergenerational 
Harmony”, “Embracing and Empowering Marginalized” and 
“Building a Sustainable City.” Finally, to encourage our students 
and highlight our focus in student development, we invited 
a student to write “Way Forward” for this annual report. 
Through enabling students to fully realize their potential, we 
nurture and foster the future pillars of our society.
You and I can use our strengths 
to turn love into action, 
embracing desolation with 
prosperity. Walking hand in 
















Social Responsibility in 
Higher Education Institutions















Service-Learning is the combination of “formal academic studies”, 
“meaningful service” and “reflection”. The service project itself 
is any activity that contributes to the well-being of individuals 
and communities, including knowledge transfer, community 
development, tackling social or environmental issues. The 
service is designed to reinforce students’ knowledge learned in 
the classroom through the process of critical thinking and self-
reflection. The interaction between multiple stakeholders including 
Service-Learning coordinators, students, service agencies, course 
instructors, and service targets ensures that the service is on the 
right track. 
嶺大的服務研習模式






















In 2004, Lingnan University implemented its pilot Service-Learning 
and Research Scheme (SLRS), funded by Kwan Fong Charitable 
Foundation. The pilot program formed the basis for the development 
of university-wide Service-Learning Programs at Lingnan. In 2006, 
the Office of Service-Learning (OSL) was established with a donation 
from Mr. LEUNG Kai Hung, Michael, Executive Chairman of Onwel 
Group of Companies, making Lingnan the first university in Hong 
Kong to have an independent office dedicated to Service-Learning. 
OSL at Lingnan University offers learning opportunities for students 
to apply their academic knowledge in practice. Under the guidance 
of course instructors and service agencies, students are able to 
develop positive attitudes and practical skills. We strive to:
• manifest Lingnan University’s motto of “Education for Service”;
• promote activities that bring reciprocal benefits to students 
and community;
• provide learning environment for whole person development; 
and
• enhance learning and teaching efficacy through Service-
Learning.
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Benevolence (Ren), Justice (Yi), Propriety (Li), Wisdom (Zhi) and 
Integrity (Xin) are the Confucian core values that are part of 
traditional Chinese culture. They inspire social norms as well as 
individual virtues.    
Lingnan University is the only liberal arts university in Hong 
Kong that promotes students’ whole person development. It 
is important to foster these virtues in our students. To facilitate 
students’ personal, civic, and moral development, OSL has been 
inspiring students through incorporating the core values into 
various Service-Learning programs since its inception.
2013-14年報：攜手同行10
校長的話
Words from the President
大學服務社會的責任































Lingnan University is the only liberal arts university in Hong Kong. 
Its motto “Education for Service” marks the inextricable linkage 
between Lingnan University and the community. The Office of 
Service-Learning, established in 2006, was the first office in Hong 
Kong dedicated to Service-Learning. The office helps to fulfill the 
University’s responsibility in serving society through community 
engagement.
As a university, our responsibilities are not limited to the transmission 
of knowledge and skills; more importantly, we should help students 
develop the proper values. Lingnan students are expected to be 
knowledgeable, able to think independently and critically, proactive 
in serving our university as well as the community, and active in 
contributing to the betterment of our society. Since taking office 
in 2013, I am happy to see that Lingnan students have actively 
participated in service-learning activities and addressed societal 
needs through practical actions. Their actions have proven that 
Lingnan University students are not confined to the ivory tower, 
but are working hard to develop themselves as global citizens who 
have the breadth of knowledge, passion for public service and 
commitment to create a better world with social justice. 
To turn our motto into action, the University has made “Civic 
Engagement” a graduation requirement in the 4-year undergraduate 
curriculum since the 2012-13 academic year, and participation in 
the Service-Learning program is one of the major ways to fulfill this 
requirement. To further execute the university’s responsibility to 
serve society, Service-Learning will be a graduation requirement for 
undergraduate students starting from the academic year of 2016-
17. We expect that Lingnan students will gain more knowledge and 
skills through service-learning, understand the society, address the 
societal needs and promote social advancement.
嶺南大學	校長
鄭國漢教授
Prof. CHENG Kwok Hon, Leonard
President, Lingnan University
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總監的話
Words from the Director
服務研習的力量






























As a saying goes, “school is the miniature of society” – people in a 
school represent a wide cross-section of the society at large, cutting 
across various barriers. Senior management groups, scholars, students 
and community are the stakeholders of a university. Although their 
roles, rights and obligations may be different, they have the same 
ultimate goal: to provide students a better environment to focus on 
their studies. In turn, this cultivates students’ humanistic attributes, 
such as sound moral judgment and concern for the society to further 
promote the development of Hong Kong. 
Lingnan University has empowered the young people in different 
ways, including roles as committee members of Student Union, hostel 
associations and students’ associations and implementing various 
learning models. With these experiences, students equip themselves 
in the culturally diversified world of today. Service-Learning is one 
of the major ways to enhance students’ academic knowledge. It is 
not only a teaching method that increases the quality of teaching 
and learning, but also a process of empowerment. Through the 
collaboration with different stakeholders, including scholars, business 
sector, NGOs and government organizations, students internalize the 
concepts of civic engagement, collaboration and social awareness, 
and even apply these concepts into their everyday life. 
Young people are the future pillars of our society; they have vitality, 
passion, vison and courage. With Service-Learning, they can be even 
empowered to bring positive impacts to the community and make 
use of the “power of knowledge”. We will continue to promote the 
concept of empowerment in the coming academic year. Lingnan 
students are expected to transfer knowledge from the higher 
education sector to community and even empower our community 
partners. A better future will be created by our joint effort.
嶺南大學服務研習處	總監
陳章明教授BBS太平紳士
Prof. CHAN Cheung Ming, Alfred, BBS, JP



























Both qualitative and quantitative approaches were applied 
to measure the students’ learning outcome in 7 domains. 
Using a quantitative approach, a total of 655 sets of self-
evaluated pre-test and post-test questionnaires were collected 
in 2013-14 academic year. Chart 1 shows that all domains 
have significant and positive improvement. “Subject-Related 
Knowledge” (15.39%) and “Research Skills” (10.48%) have the 
highest improvement among all the domains. The mentioned 
2 domains are highly related with academic study, it proves 
that Service-Learning is an effective method for students to 
apply the classroom knowledge in addressing the social issues.
學科服務研習計劃 Academic Service-Learning Programs
學生對參與服務研習的自我評估






















前測 Pre-test (N=655) 6.66 6.49 7.02 7.09 7.02 6.54 7.34 























On the other hand, 80 students from different Service-Learning 
projects were invited to participate in 22 focus groups in 2013-
14 academic year. The focus group focused on understanding 
how students learned through Service-Learning. The result 
shows that Service-Learning not only improves students’ 
understanding on their subject, but also enhances their whole 
person development skills especially for increasing their 
civic orientation. It proves that Service-Learning can benefit 
both students and community as it encourages students to 
contribute to the community and thus, prepares them to be 
future community leaders.
M






 “We would refer to our PPT and text books to check 
if the structure of the company fits our theories or 
not. If it fits, we would understand this company is 
actually using this academic model.”







“Although as university students we cannot afford 
to offer much financial assistance for those in need, 
we can still help them through student organizations 
and volunteer service.”
A student from 












In 2013-14 academic year, 15 questionnaires are collected 
from the course instructors to understand their views 
on how Service-Learning influences students’ learning 
outcome. “Civic Orientation” (M=7.49), “Social Competence” 
(M=7.49) and “Communication Skills” (M=7.46) are the top 3 
improvements among 7 learning outcomes. Service-Learning 
not only enhances students’ understanding on their subject, 
but also improves their whole-person development skills 
and encourages them to contribute to the community.
課程導師對學生學習成果的評估
The Evaluation of Course Instructors on 
Students’ Learning Outcomes
圖表二：2013-14學年課程導師的總結問卷結果






















Course Instructor (N=15) 



























As similar as course instructors, agency supervisors also 
observed that students had the greatest improvement in 
“Civic Orientation” (M=7.11), “Social Competence” (M=7.05) 
and “Communication Skills” (M=7.04) among the 7 learning 
outcomes. In the meantime, agency supervisors indicated 
that students’ services are useful for them and the community 
(M=8.20). It proves that Service-Learning can successfully 
engage students in contributing the community through 
addressing the community needs. The response from one of 
the agency supervisors is shown as follows: 
“In general, students’ service provided indirect help to 
organization. The families from low income families cannot 
pay for children’s tutorial fee. The parents are generally less 
educated and face difficulties to support children’s studying. 
Supporting tutorial service can fit the community needs.”
社會服務機構督導員對學生學習成果的評估
The Evaluation of Agency Supervisors on 
Students’ Learning Outcomes
圖表三：2013-14年度社會服務機構督導員的總結問卷結果





























Agency Supervisor (N=50) 


















Service-Learning Coordinators rated the highest score to 
the “Students’ Learning Efficiency” (M=8.13) which further 
reiterated the effectiveness of Service-Learning as a sound 
pedagogy that enhances both “Quality Assurance on Student’s 
Learning” (M=7.90) and “Community Impact” (M=7.20).
服務研習統籌員對計劃成果的評估
The Evaluation of Service-Learning Coordinators 
on Project Outcomes
圖表四：2013-14年度服務研習統籌員的總結問卷結果


















Service-Learning Coordinator (N=5) 













































According to the “Persons with Disabilities and Chronic 
Diseases in Hong Kong”1, which was published by the Census 
and Statistics Department in 2009, the total number of people 
with disabilities was 438,300, while the overall prevalence rate 
was 6.3%. As an international city, Hong Kong supports the 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. However, 
does it promote the social integration of people with and 
without disabilities, while creating a barrier free community? 
A “barrier free community” is a “normalization process”, 
assisting those with disabilities to have lives as normal as 
possible within society2. The standards of the physical facilities, 
including community facilities and public transportation 
service, should be based on universal design principles to 
make them accessible to all people. The disabled should have 
equal right of access. Building a “barrier free community” not 
only achieve with physical facilities and policies, but with care 
and acceptance as well. 
In the 2013-14 academic year, OSL collaborated with various 
NGOs, including services for deaf people, ex-mentally ill people 
and ex-leprosy patients – providing students a chance to have 
first encounter with the disable people and know more about 
them. Moreover, a group of students promoted the concept of 
health workers to improve the quality of home care services, 
and thus, create a barrier free environment for the elderly. 
2013-14 Annual Report: Walk Hand in Hand
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1 HKSAR Census and Statistics Department (2009). Persons with Disabilities and Chronic Diseases in Hong Kong. Retrieved from: http://
  www.censtatd.gov.hk/hkstat/sub/sp380.jsp?productCode=FA100059
2 Bengt Nirje. Classic article from 1969: The Normalization Principle and its Human Management Implication. The International Social 
















How many languages do you speak? Is sign language one of 
them? Would you regard it as a skill or a language? To the 
deaf, sign language is their mother tongue. It allows them to 
express themselves and communicate with others. It is no 
different from our oral language. Unfortunately, many deaf 
people throughout the world suffer discrimination, making it 
difficult for them to open up their hearts to hearing people. 
To promote an inclusive society, students studying “Bilingual 
Cyber Culture” helped Hong Kong Association of the Deaf 
(HKAD) to translate website information, organize tutorial 
classes and a visit to the Hong Kong Science Museum for deaf 
children.
TRA108/ GEC 364/ CLE 9008 




One-to-one Tutoring for Deaf Children
手語，也是語言 Sign Language is also a Language
我手講我心




香港聾人協進會		Hong Kong Association of the Deaf
陳美紅教授（翻譯系，助理教授）		




-   Help 6 secondary students of Lutheran School for the Deaf improve academically in English; and
-   Organize a cultural/educational event for deaf children.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
張莫愁小姐（香港聾人協進會，項目幹事）
Ms. ZHANG Mo Chou, Iris (Project Officer, Hong Kong Association of the Deaf)
林靄穎同學（文學院，一年級）
Ms. LAM Oi Wing, Irene (Year 1, Faculty of Arts)
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)














Since students lacked experience, they were concerned about 
how to get along with the deaf children. They had prepared 
some ice-breaking games to build team work and were 
surprised to receive very positive response from the lively 
kids and their enthusiastic families. Ms. LAM Oi Wing, Irene 
recalled, “It may be trivial to us, but for the deaf children, these 
activities helped them to get in touch with or even integrate 
into the society. The effects are greater than we’ve imagined.” 
Throughout the two months, Lingnan students found that 
there was no great difference between the deaf and hearing 
children. As long as you are patient and attentive to them, they 
are just as active as hearing children.













You may be wondering the relation between this Service-
Learning project and translation. The participating students 
also had this thought. They had no prior knowledge of sign 
language and did not even understand the articulation 
between the service and their discipline. However, during 
the time with the deaf children, they understood the close 
relationships between languages and identities. Translation is 
a process of communicating. Besides translating the meanings 
of texts, interpreters have to pay attention to facial expressions 
and body language. “Serving to Learn” has always been an 
important part of Service-Learning projects. Through this 
service, students were able to get in touch with their target 
audience and learned to consider their needs. This is precisely 
the essence of translation. 

















As an alumnus of Department of Translation, Lingnan 
University, Ms. ZHANG Mo Chou, Iris led to collaboration 
between the association and the university, which showed the 
spirit of “a deaf and hearing communion.” Lingnan students 
exchanged their culture with the deaf students. When asked 
about the results of this collaboration, Iris had deep feelings. 
“Compared to translating other languages, sign language 
interpretation conveys a culture,” she stressed. When the 
Lingnan students spent time with the deaf children, students 
treated them just as hearing children so that a genuine deaf 
and hearing relationship was built. 
Deaf people are not disabled - they only use unspoken 
communication. As long as we are willing to “listen” carefully 
to the deaf and accept each other, we will live in harmony. 
聾健共融，接納彼此 Translate for Target Audience
2013-14年報：攜手同行24
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Life Story Writing for Positive Life
向左走，向右走





New Life Building Long Stay Care Home, New Life Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association
黃慧英教授（哲學系，副教授）		




-   Organize and plan 2 sessions of activities for residents in the New Life Building Long Stay Care Home 
    (NLBLSCH); and
-   Interview and write life stories for the residents in the NLBLSCH which focus on strength and promote positive 
    life attitude.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
邱少彪先生（新生精神康復會新生會大樓長期護理院，院長）
Mr. YAU Siu Biu (Supperintendent, New Life Building Long Stay Care Home)
梁樂怡同學（哲學系，三年級）




















Life is the greatest gift from God. Everyone is born for love 
and is equal. Regardless of health, wealth, status, your 
values and abilities should be valued. Unfortunately, a lot of 
disadvantaged groups have already internalized the concept 
of being weaker, lowering self-image. The mentally ill is one of 
the disadvantaged groups. 
According to Mr. YAU Siu Biu, the mentally ill is still labeled 
negatively, misunderstood and not accepted by various 
parties, even though Hong Kong society has developed. He 
said, “What we encounter are more unfortunate cases. Most 
of our residents are in serious conditions for 20 to 30 years. 
Since they have been living in hospitals or long stay care homes 
over the years, they become isolated. They even tend to live 
in self-denial. It is difficult for them to reintegrate into society. 
Our service model has shifted from rehabilitation to recovery 
in recent years. We can encourage our residents to set their 
life goals.”
為愛而生 Born to Love





























In 2011, aligned with the association to promote recovery-
oriented service, the large event, “You Are Strong”, was held 
for the first time by New Life Building Long Stay Care Home 
(NLBLSCH). It encouraged residents to explore their abilities, 
as well as interact with those around them. In the event, Mr. 
YAU found that residents’ self-images became more positive. 
To continue and to enhance the effectiveness of this activity, he 
collaborated with Lingnan University to carry out the Service-
Learning project, “Life Story Writing for Positive Life”, which 
shows residents’ abilities in writing their stories. 
Service-Learning students worried about whether they could 
communicate with the residents. However, after their first 
encounter with the mentally ill, they found it was only their 
prejudices. Ms. LEUNG Lok Yee, Kitty, one of the participants, 
said: “The resident was more talkative than we expected. 
In the first interview, he took the initiative to share his life 
experiences. Although we later found out what he said was 
not all true, it was what he believed in. This project might not 
be able to help the residents to fully reflect on their lives, but it 
brought them a chance to get in touch and communicate with 
the society.” The residents felt respected since the students 
gave them their attention – and this prompted them to share 
more about their lives before being ill. As mentioned by Mr. 
YAU, every story records not only the life experiences, but is 
also a symbol of the relationship between the students and 
residents. This marks the first step of the residents re-engaging 
with the society. 











We rarely hear the voice of the mentally ill as compared to 
other underprivileged groups. What kind of conditions are 
they in? What do they need? In the story of the “Little Prince”, 
Fox says: “It is only with the heart that one can see rightly.” 
Through listening and communicating with residents of 
NLBLSCH, Lingnan students have initiated a more integrated 
society. And what will you do to reach out to others? 
是必然，還是偶然？Contingencies or Necessities?
廣東「家」工作營 
Guangdong JIA Work Camp
世紀戰疫
Contagion









-   Repair broken facilities in a leprosy recovering village; and
-   Provide mental support to leprosy recovering patients.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
林靜同學（社會科學院（現代社會行為科學），二年級）














The Ebola outbreaks are still affecting West African countries 
since the first initial report in February 2014. There have been 
nearly 3,000 recorded deaths at the last count in September 
20143. The world is worried about the speed of the epidemic. 
Given the history of infectious diseases, since ancient times 
humanity has on repeatedly threatened by epidemics, 
including: the plague, cholera, “SARS” and other diseases. 
Among all the epidemics, leprosy is one of the oldest infectious 
diseases, and its history was even recorded in “The Bible”. 
Compared with other infectious diseases, the infectiousness of 
leprosy is weak and the death rate is relatively low. However, 
the disease will cause after-effects, like facial deformity, limb 
defects and other complications, which marked infected 
patients. Moreover, even after they are cured, these patients 


























In the 1960s and 70s, in order to prevent the spread of leprosy 
in China, the government put patients in quarantine for 
treatment in remote mountainous areas. These areas became 
leprosy rehabilitation villages and groups of elderly who 
suffered from the disease found solace in their community 
as they aged. However, due to the public’s fear of leprosy, 
patients still be discriminated. They seldom communicate with 
the outside world and stay in the villages.
Ms. LAM Ching, Grace, who participated in the project, 
recalled that the environment of the rehabilitation village was 
quite nice and beautiful. Nevertheless, there were not enough 
medical facilities. Only simple care and treatment services 
could be provided to the villagers, which is not enough to 
relieve the pain caused by leprosy. Also, some of the villagers 
cannot work because of their physical disabilities. They rely on 
the living subsidy and medical subsidy from the government, 
of ¥260 and ¥40 per month respectively. They usually eat 



















To improve the living standards of the villagers, Joy in Action 
(JIA) Work Camp Coordination Center carries out visits to 
villages annually. They arrange for local and international 
students to do some repairing works and housekeeping 
services in the rehabilitation villages. Grace said that cleaning 
the water tower, weeding, repairing rooftops were indeed a 
great challenge in the summer time. In spite of the difficulties, 
she learned to work with others, as well as build a trusting 
relationship with the villagers.
Grace remembered that one of the villagers was dumb. 
Because of his disability, it was difficult to use words to 
communicate. She took a while to find a way to get along with 
him. She said, “At the beginning, I could not talk to him for 
more than 5 minutes. Gradually, I found that he was just like 
a child. He always liked to cling to me and the other students. 
Sometimes I just stayed with him and helped him cut his nails, 
which always made him happy.” Languages and words are the 
bridge to communication, but acceptance could be expressed 










Although the camp only lasted for 8 days, the students 
participating in the project established a kind and affectionate 
relationship with the villagers. Epidemics are terrifying 
because of the fatal consequences, but they also trigger fear, 
ignorance and isolation. Whenever there is another infectious 
disease pandemic, we should overcome our prejudices and 
work together to treat and help the patients. 
未來 The Future
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Survey Interview : Youth Career Navigation Scheme in Elderly Services 
(“YCNSE Program”)
安老護理，青年啟航




圓玄學院社會服務部			The Yuen Yuen Institute – Social Service
陳章明教授（社會學及社會政策系，社會老年學講座教授）
Prof. CHAN Cheung Ming, Alfred (Chair Professor of Social Gerontology, Department of Sociology and Social Policy)
馬學嘉博士（社會學及社會政策系，兼任助理教授）




-   Design a survey for evaluating the effectiveness and incentives of the YCNSE members to join the program; and
-   Conduct survey interviews with YCNSE members in the center. 
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
馬學嘉博士（社會學及社會政策系，兼任助理教授）
Dr. MA Hok Ka, Carol (Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology and Social Policy)
姚文翰同學（社會科學院（當代社會問題與政策研究），三年級）
Mr. YIU Man Hon, Douglas (Year 3, Faculty of Social Sciences (Contemporary Social Issues and Policy))
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)
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According to government projections, Hong Kong is becoming 
an ageing population - there will be 1 elderly person over 
65-years-old out of every 4 persons by 20304. In the meantime, 
7% of the elderly in Hong Kong are living in care homes for 
various reasons, which is higher than the global average 4.4%5. 
The elderly medical service industries in Hong Kong face 
many challenges, especially the elderly care industry. They 
are encountering a substantial increase in demand as well as 
a shortage of health workers. The Yuen Yuen Institute – Social 
Service and the Open University of Hong Kong have jointly 
organized “Youth Career Navigation Scheme in Elderly Services” 
to motivate young people to take up employment in residential 
care services for the elderly. The scheme is expected to alleviate 
the manpower shortage and improve the quality of service.
To examine the scheme’s effectiveness on attracting young 
people, Lingnan students assisted the Yuen Yuen Institute to 
conduct a questionnaire. The surveying process deepened 







students’ understanding of the elderly care sector. Mr. YIU Man 
Hon, Douglas tried to articulate what he learned in class during 
this Service-Learning experience, “Besides wages, it is important 
to provide ancillary and support for health workers to attract 
young people to enter the elderly care industry. The units should 
emphasize more on the satisfaction of being caregiver and attract 


















The healthcare system in Hong Kong divides into 3 levels of care. 
Primary care is the first point of contact with the healthcare 
system for the public. It provides direct access to comprehensive, 
continuous, coordinated and people-centered care6. Elderly daily 
care is a kind of primary care that should provide the most basic 
and common service. Nevertheless, the shortage of health workers 
leads to a question of their service quality. As a result, the elderly 
cannot have a dignified life in their later years. Dr. MA Hok Ka, Carol 
foresaw that the ageing population would exacerbate the current 
situation. She brought this topic up in class to encourage students 
to think about the future direction of the elderly care industry 
development. She said, “The elderly care industry is an important 
part of primary care. It is closely linked with my course. If there is 
a serious lack of qualified health workers in care homes, a great 
burden would rest on the entire healthcare system. We hope the 
students can understand the operation of the healthcare system 
through studying elderly care industry. And then they can have a 
deeper perception on topics such as health, illness and behavior.”











The elderly have contributed greatly to society. The community 
should give them more support when they retire, so that they 
spend their later years in a suitable and lovely place. Hong Kong 
faces the issue of an ageing population now. But if we can uphold 
the spirit to “honor the aged of other family as we honor our own”, 
perhaps we can also mitigate the burden on elderly care service 
industry together.
Do you have a “treasure” at home? If so, please cherish.
尊重，珍惜 Respect and Cherish
2013-14 Annual Report: Walk Hand in Hand
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From this chapter, we understand that people with disabilities, 
including deaf people, ex-mentally ill people, ex-leprosy 
patients and elderly, need home care service and are not 
living in “a normal routine of life”. Current medical science is 
temporarily unable to relieve physical and mental limitations 
for them. But showing our love and care to them can prompt 
the social integration.
To create a barrier free environment in Hong Kong, Mr. LEUNG 
Chun Ying, our Chief Executive, proposed the idea of “Making 
It Easier to Get Around” in 2012. Each year, HK$1 billion will be 
used to install lifts and escalators to help the disable people 
to get around7. The proposed idea is undoubtedly good news 
to the elderly and the disabled, but it does not mean that 
the public can turn a blind eye to this issue. We, as part of 
the community, can also contribute in creating a barrier free 
environment. Through participating in various Service-Learning 
projects, Lingnan students engage in creating a barrier free 
community and show their love and care to those in need. 












































The United Nations General Assembly (UN) plays an important 
role to raise awareness, increase understanding and promote 
love and care within the family. In 1989, the UN decided to 
devote each year to a different issue related to the family8, 
and thus, named 1994 as the International Year of the Family. 
Then, the UN focuses on a specific theme to discuss policies 
to improve the position and well-being of the family each 
year. In 2013, the theme was “Advancing Social Integration 
and Intergenerational Solidarity”. Eliminating the generational 
gap between the young and the old is usually the first idea 
that comes to mind when discussing intergenerational 
harmony. However, intergenerational harmony also expands 
to relationships between parents and children, as well as 
university and primary school students.
In the 2013-14 academic year, OSL offered various Service-
Learning projects targeting elderly, parents, teenagers and 
children. It provided students a chance to know more about 
service recipients’ needs and to initiate intergenerational 
harmony. This chapter will be divided into two parts: in the 
first part, we will highlight youth-elderly relationships and 
the meaning of life. Students worked with elderly to prepare 
life story albums and intergenerational activities to show the 
positive image of the elderly and reflect on the meaning of life. 
In the second part, we explore the meaning of social integration 
by showing how Lingnan students fostered the communication 
between partners and children from single-parent families in 
Hong Kong or educated primary school students in Korea.














David BECKHAM, the former England football team player, 
came to Hong Kong in 2008 to get a Chinese character tattoo. 
It meant “life and death are preordained; fame and wealth are 
from heaven”. Many people got the same tattoo, but only a 
few really understand the proverb. We work our entire life: 
what are we pursuing? What is the meaning of life? Who can 
view life and death as a natural phenomenon and face death 
positively?
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Life Story for Frail Elderly
生死有命，富貴由天 Life is Destined to be the Way it Turns Out
歸去，也無風雨也無晴




救世軍錦田長者之家		The Salvation Army Kam Tin Residence for Senior Citizens
黃惠英教授（哲學系，副教授）		




-   Help the elderly in reviewing their life course in achieving self-appreciation and meaningful life and death; and
-  Create a life story album with their special events for the elderly.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
黃惠英教授（哲學系，副教授）
Prof. WONG Wai Ying (Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy)
何寶玲女士（救世軍錦田長者之家，助理高級主任）
Ms. HO Po Ling, Pauline (Assistant Service Supervisor, The Salvation Army Kam Tin Residence for Senior Citizens)
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)

















In order to help the elderly let go of their fear of death, the 
Salvation Army Kam Tin Residence for Senior Citizens invited 
Lingnan students to tailor-made life albums for the residents. 
Through documenting the ups and downs, the residents could 
review their own lives. Students interviewed the residents, 
collected photos and other materials to compile a book and 
then collected families’ reviews. It was extremely moving for 
both the students and the elderly. For the residents, the words 
“life” and “death” carry deep memories and helplessness. Ms. 
HO Po Ling, Pauline explained the purpose of the residents’ 
life writing, “In this industry, there is a term called ‘good life, 
good death’, which means to minimize the negative emotions 
in facing death. We hope that by making life story album, the 
elderly will review their lives systematically so that they can let 
go of life and face death. They will have no regrets for the past 
and no fear for the future.”

































Death is a future many people are unwilling to accept. Some 
people even see it as an unspeakable taboo, as if mentioning 
death would be facing it. Considering this, Prof. WONG Wai Ying 
pointed out that people cannot face death simply because of 
the dismay of the world and dissatisfactory in what they own. 
She has a different opinion, “To face death, the most important 
thing is to reform the meaning of life. Ask yourself, whether 
the meaning of life lies in owning or giving. What do you want 
to gain from life? Are you satisfied? Only the feeling of here 
and now can transcend time and have eternal significance.” 
Not only should we consider our future, but we should also 
embrace the moment. 
The university offers the course “Life and Death”, which 
examines life and its meaning. In addition to helping the elderly 
review their lives, Prof. WONG also hopes that participating 
students will reflect on the issue of mortality. Students will 
break through their psychological barriers about death and 
have a chance to express their views. Students will also learn 
the truth of life’s impermanence from the elderly experience. 
Listening and communicating is always an interactive process. 
Making the life story album is not only rehabilitating the 
residents, but also a great learning opportunity for students to 
understand others’ lives. 
Death is an unavoidable stage of life. Rather than evading it, 
it is better to consider it and learn to accept it. Cherish every 
minute of living and write a wonderful ending about satisfied 
life for your own autobiography.
感受生死，活出意義 Embrace Life and Death; Live Meaningfully
2013-14年報：攜手同行36
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The Salvation Army New Territories West Integrated Service Tuen Mun Integrated Service for Young Peo-
pledence for Senior Citizens
陳章明教授（社會學及社會政策系，社會老年學講座教授）		





-  Work with elderly and women volunteers to reach the single elderly people and show care and concerns to them;
-  Organize neighbourhood support care activities for the single elderly people in Tai Hing Estate; and
-  Provide health and crime prevention messages to the singleton.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
陳宇翔先生（救世軍新界西綜合服務屯門青少年綜合服務，隊長）[已於2014年3月31日離任]
Mr. CHAN Yu Cheung (Team Leader, The Salvation Army New Territories West Integrated Service Tuen Mun Inte-
grated Service for Young People) [He has left the center on 31 March, 2014]
謝斯斯同學（社會科學院（當代社會問題與政策研究），二年級）
Ms. TSE Sze Sze, Venus (Year 2, Faculty of Social Sciences (Contemporary Social Issues and Policy))
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)
香港警務處屯門警區
Hong Kong Police Force, Tuen Mun District
岑萬全先生（長者義工）













When considering voluntary work for the elderly, what do you 
think of? Is it regular visit, a recreational activity in community 
center or home repair service? To the elderly, do these common 
volunteer services meet their actual needs? As Master 
ZHUANG asked, “You are not a fish; how do you know what 
constitutes the enjoyment of fish?” People are empathetic. 
Lingnan students provided services to help the elderly and 
collaborated with elderly volunteers to form the “Care for 
the Elderly and Neighborhood” team. They encouraged the 
single elders or couples to engage in the community and build 
supportive networks around the neighborhood. This Service-
Learning project involved two parts: the first part consisted of 
home visits and the second part involved organizing activities 
in the center. At the start of the service, the team visited the 
elderly in Tai Hing Estate to build a bond and then invited the 
elderly to participate in the activities.
建立‧跨代信任 Building Trust across Generations


































Visiting the elderly homes was not easy for the students. 
Fortunately, with help from the elderly volunteers, the team 
not only opened the door to communication, but gradually 
gained the trust of the elderly. Ms. TSE Sze Sze, Venus, one of 
the participants, shared, “Since most of the elderly volunteers 
live in the vicinity of Tai Hing Estate, they talked about 
the community with the elderly. For example, volunteers 
reminded the elderly not to see the dentist whose medical 
skills were very bad. These discussions of seemingly trivial 
things are exactly what the elderly care about and experiences 
in their everyday life. The knowledge of our elderly volunteers 
complemented our weakness and helped the team to build 
trust with the elderly.”
Intergenerational cooperation assists communication 
between the elderly in Tai Hing Estate and volunteers, as 
well as enhances the quality of volunteer service. Mr. SHAM 
Man Chuen, Tony, one of the elderly volunteers, noted that 
due to the lack of personal experience, students sometimes 
unavoidably neglected the genuine needs of the elderly. The 
elderly volunteers played the role of advisers to give suggestions 
on the students’ activities proposal. Students participating 
in this project also agreed with Tony. “In the process of 
brainstorming ideas, we noticed the limited mobility of some 
of the elderly and deliberately designed some sitting activities, 
like watching anti-cheat drama and singing Cantonese opera. 
We also planned to buy some fruits as snacks. However, we 
were reminded by elderly volunteers of the negative impact 
fructose has on the patients with diabetes. On the event day, 
the elderly volunteers even went to wet market to buy “Siu 
Mai” for refreshments and made it a success.” The team was 
much moved to see the elderly willingly join the activities and 
get involved in the community.







Perhaps, as the project leader Mr. CHAN Yu Cheung said, this 
project promoted inter-generational communication and 
provided a platform for participants to break through the 
boundaries of age to become friends. More importantly, the 
students have new ideas and create new discourse on the 
issue of the ageing population.
造就‧跨代共融 Realizing Intergenerational Communion
2013-14年報：攜手同行38
長者學苑在嶺南










-   Provide an opportunity such that the elders can experience university life; and
-   Promote “intergenerational harmony” through encouraging young students to participate in different learning 
    activities with the elderly.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
黃麗娟小姐（服務研習處，高級項目主任（社工））[已於2014年8月11日離任]
Ms. WONG Lai Kuen, Stella (Senior Project Officer (Social Work), Office of Service-Learning) [She has left the office 















With the post-war baby boom population growing older, Hong 
Kong has become an ageing society. The Labour and Welfare 
Bureau and the Elderly Commission launched the Elder Academy 
Scheme in 2007 to assist ageing Hong Kong citizens. The scheme 
uses schools as a platform to encourage the retired elderly to carry 
on lifelong learning in the spirit of “Active Ageing”.  
At present there are a total of 101 Elder Academies. One of them, 
the New Territories West Elder Academy Cluster (NTWEAC) has a 
trial on Credit Transfer and Accumulation System to allow the elders 
to have opportunities for different levels of learning. As a part of 
the NTWEAC, Elder Academy at Lingnan actively organizes various 
intergenerational activities to promote mutual understanding 
between two generations such as the grand annual event - “the 
Intergenerational Summer Camp at Lingnan University”.
終身學習 Lifelong Learning
社區服務研習計劃















When asked about the reasons for initiating the Intergenerational 
Summer Camp, Ms. WONG Lai Kuen, Stella said, “Besides Sit-In 
Program, our elderly friends rarely have chances to experience 
university life. The camp not only gives them a taste of what it is, 
like living in the university hostels, but also encourages the young 
and old generations to work together and respond to community 
needs.”
In recent years, society has increasingly had heated discussions on 
whether the landfill should be expanded. To address the issue, the 
Office of Service-Learning, the LingnanU Elder Academy Council, 
as well as NTWEAC jointly organized the Camp 2014 on the theme 
of environment protection. Through various activities, such as DIY, 
dancing, film appreciation, etc., the event encouraged participants 


















In addition, the camp also offered seminars, workshops, mass 
games, booths and exhibitions. The activities were closely 
connected, so that participants of all ages could learn methods 
about how to protect the environment. Stella said, “The elderly 
had many insights on living green. They showed the younger 
generation how to make impossible things to be possible. I 
remembered that in reflection section, one of the high school 
students said that in the past he had never thought of using old 
red pockets to create traditional decorations. This camp gave him 
a chance to discover new possibilities.” It is indeed important for 
the new generation to develop an environmental awareness when 
they are young. In the meantime, the creativity of the youth was 
also eye-opening to the elderly. Through an intergenerational 
integration platform, like the Intergenerational Summer Camp, 
participants learned new knowledge to protect the environment 
and they will apply what they learned about the environment to 
their daily lives.









In the camp this year, students from primary, secondary schools 
and universities harmonized with the elderly. Students and the 
elderly actively participated in activities and had lively discussions 
about environmental protection. The support from over the past 
year to the “Elder Academy” has been the main reason for a more 
equal and compatible relationship between the elderly and the 
youth. The promotion of intergenerational culture in schools only 
begins if it is rooted in the community and it is dedicated to the 
“active ageing” concept.
一步一步 Step by Step
2013-14年報：攜手同行40
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Community Service Partnership Scheme
溝通，消除年齡界限





陳慶社會服務中心		Mongkok Kai-Fong Association Limited Chan Hing Social Service Centre
陳鮮叡小姐（社會學及社會政策系，客座講師）




-   Organize 6 sessions of activities for single-parent families on weekends in Tai Kok Tsui; and
-   Provide opportunities to the single families to meet up with new friends and new knowledge. 
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
梁綺蓮女士（市區重建局，助理總經理（對外關係））
Ms. LEUNG Yi Lin, Pamela (Assistant General Manager, External Relations, Urban Renewal Authority)
關伊彤同學（社會科學院（當代社會問題及政策研究），二年級）
Ms. KWAN Yi Tung, Ariel (Year 2, Faculty of Social Sciences (Contemporary Social Issues and Policy))
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)











Home welcomes us; however, there are many parents and 
children alienated within their own family. Single-parent families 
are especially busy and lack the opportunities to interact with 
their children. They face many unfortunate situations. Lingnan 
University worked with the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) and 
Mongkok Kai-Fong Association Limited Chan Hing Social Service 
Centre to organize activities for single-parent families in Tai Kok 
Tsui. Through increased interactions between parents and children, 
families improved their relationships and deepened their mutual 
understanding.


















Lingnan students first designed activities, then the URA approved 
the project and finally, the service center contacted the service 
recipients about the implement details of the event. When asked 
about the experience of collaboration, Ms. LEUNG Yi Lin, Pamela 
said that at the beginning of the collaboration, all parties took 
time for consultation and communication. The organizers and 
participants were in different age groups, which stalled the process. 
Fortunately, through personal contact, the students learned the 
current situation of single-parent families and adjusted the activities 
for the families’ needs. Pamela recalled, “During the discussions, 
the center invited the local families to share their situations 
with students. When students understood the difficulties faced 
by single-parent families, they were all moved and some almost 
cried. They then organized appropriate activities according to their 
needs.” The best way to deal with different social issues is to enter 
the community and have direct personal contact with stakeholders. 
Lingnan students did precisely this and found appropriate, feasible 
solutions after understanding the real situation.















Both discussions with the URA staff and interacting with parents 
and children were very new experiences to Lingnan students. 
They learned the expectations of different stakeholders. The 
students then came up with ideas to perfect the next event. URA 
staff also helped them to develop details of the plan. Ms. KWAN 
Yi Tung, Ariel recalled, “When our plan was rejected, we were 
initially disappointed. But later on, we realized the importance of 
listening to the views of others, especially when others are more 
experienced. These comments were very valuable.” Different ages, 
identities, backgrounds, are likely to result in differing opinions. 
As long as there is clear communication, different people can 
cooperate with each other and contribute to the society.






Through participating in the Service-Learning project, Lingnan 
students learned that the best way to communicate is to find 
ways to understand each other and make compromises. When 
the students are willing to spend more time to listen and put 
themselves in the other’s shoes, they could interact with different 
people and find harmony.
改變，源於讓步 Changes Come from Compromise
2013-14年報：攜手同行42
首爾女子大學全球服務研習計劃 
Seoul Women’s University Global Service-Learning (GS-L) Program
因材施教
Effective Teaching Methods for Students
Mainland and International 
Service-Learning Program
合作機構			 Partner Organization(s)
香港中文大學崇基學院（香港）	Chung Chi College, The Chinese University in Hong Kong, Hong Kong
國際基督教大學（日本）	International Christian University, Japan






-   Teach Putonghua in community center; 
-   Serve in clinic and food bank; and 
-   Attend workshops to learn more on the trilateral relationship and the history about comfort women. 
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
王敏詩同學（社會科學院，一年級）








Tuition culture in Hong Kong is very popular. As private tutoring 
requires shorter working hours and offers considerable income, 
many university students work as a part time private tutor to 
earn extra money. Some even want to become teachers after 
graduation and continue the spirit of teaching. However, few 
have considered effective teaching methods.
知識‧傳遞 Knowledge Transfer

















Like a lot of university students, Ms. WONG Man Sze, Mercy, who 
participated in this project, has been a private tutor and has experience 
with children. Nevertheless, she had to overcome a language barrier 
this time. Mercy recalled that while teaching Mandarin, she had to 
translate Chinese characters into English, and then had to ask Korean 
students to communicate with the other children. 
Mercy said, “To translate first Chinese into English, and then English 
into Korea, it is likely that the original meanings are changed. However, 
the biggest challenge while teaching was classroom management. 
The students were mainly boys from primary 1 to 4 classes. When 
they were too excited and too involved with the games, they fought 
with each other. Students from South Korea were asked at this time to 
act as mediators, while I tried to assist by using body language.”

























“Learning from experience” is Mercy’s biggest gain in this Service-
Learning project. Besides learning how to use body language to 
communicate, she also had further thoughts and ideas about teaching 
children. Before the service trip, Mercy had already designed a half-
hour Mandarin course with her teammate which included language 
teaching and some games. After the first lesson, they found that it was 
too difficult for the children to understand a whole Chinese sentence. 
They evaluated the curriculum design with the South Korean students 
after class and gradually adjusted the curriculum. They decided to 
focus more on simple vocabulary words and Chinese numbers. The 
objective concentrated more on the children understanding the 
course better and having a sense of satisfaction. 
Mercy recalled: “After observing a few lessons, we found that children 
are born with a natural curiosity; it isn’t limited to nationality or 
culture. We inspired their curiosity to learn about new things. In the 
5th lesson, we modified our plans to teach them Chinese calligraphy. 
Children stayed behind to ask about other Chinese characters because 
of its novelty.” The project was a success, and Mercy learned that the 
most effective teaching method is to put oneself in the children’s 
perspectives to understand their interests and personalities. Then, 
design a suitable curriculum. Mercy also shared that when guiding 
her little sister, who is a primary 2 student, she teaches according to 
her needs and uses pictures to keep her interest. Mercy applies the 
knowledge she learned in the Service-Learning to her current tutoring.









There has been a lot of criticism about “Tiger Parents” pressuring 
their children. They often arrange different interest classes for 
their children, but their children react with negative behaviors and 
performances. When trying to get along with intergenerational or 
intercultural person, we should try to see from other’s point of view, 
understand their needs and have rational discussion, if needed.




















In the above 4 stories, Lingnan students communicated and 
cooperated with people of all ages, changing the negative 
perceptions towards “generation gap”. According to the 
proposed concept of American anthropologist Margaret MEAD 
(1978), the “generation gap” is the result of cultural changes. 
People growing in different social contexts have different learning 
modes and even new knowledge9. When the knowledge-driven 
younger generation begins to question the thoughts of the 
previous generation, contradictions and conflicts occur.
Knowledge change is a major factor in producing generation 
gap and also constructs the discourse of “each generation 
is worse than the last”. As long as we are willing to have 
open communication and respect the opinions of others, the 
“generation gap” is not terrible. We learn life lessons and 
principles from those who grow up in different contexts from 
us. As the shared stories exemplify, it is essential to promote 









































Although Hong Kong is a developed city with booming economic 
development, there are many communities in this society that 
are oppressed, exploited and discriminated. According to Prof. 
WONG Hung and Dr. LI Ping Wai (1996), who carries out research 
on marginal groups and communities, anyone who is outside 
the core of the mainstream society is on the edge of the society. 
Marginal groups refer to low-income people, members of ethnic 
minorities or non-mainstream cultures, as well as discriminated 
communities10. 
In the 2013-14 academic year, the Office of Service-Learning 
cooperated with various social welfare organizations and 
arranged for Lingnan students to participate in services for 
ethnic minorities, new immigrant women and HIV-infected 
persons. Through personal contact, the students engaged with 
these marginal communities and observed the discrimination 
and oppression these groups suffer. They also made an effort to 
change the existing power relations. However, unequal power 
relations appear not only in Hong Kong, but also around the 
world. There are many communities that are marginalized. This 
year a group of Global Village Ambassadors went to Sri Lanka, 
along with local volunteers to build houses for the poor. The 
students gave the locals basic housing security, as well as the 
hope to improve their lives.
導言
Foreword

















Although Hong Kong is a multicultural society, there are still 
many ethnic minorities that are marginalized. Most of their 
lives are no different from other Hong Kong people. Some 
of them are even native residents in Hong Kong, but they 
are discriminated because of their different skin colors and 
cultural differences. This leads to social disharmony. Through 
the “South-Asian Children’s Programme”, a group of Lingnan 
students organized activities for South Asian children to 
















The Salvation Army New Territories West Integrated Service Tuen Mun East Integrated Service for Young People (Fu Tai)
馬學嘉博士（服務研習處，助理總監）		
Dr. MA Hok Ka, Carol (Assistant Director, Office of Service-Learning)
陳鮮叡小姐（服務研習處，授課導師）		
Ms. CHAN Sin Yui, Sharon (Teaching Fellow, Office of Service-Learning)
學生角色				 Students’ Role
-	組織活動予南亞裔兒童參與，藉此協助他們融入社區。
-   Organize activities for South-Asian children in order to help them to engage in the community.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
鄒媛媛小姐（交換生）		
Ms. ZOU Yuanyuan, Caroline (Exchange Student)
張鳳儀小姐（交換生）		
Ms. ZHANG Fenyi, Kate (Exchange Student)
冉紫微小姐（交換生）		
Ms. RAN Ziwei, Echo (Exchange Student)
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)























It was definitely not an easy task to prepare and organize activities 
with the group members who were either from China, Hong Kong 
and Korea. The cultural differences within the group, as well as 
between the group and the South Asian children caused conflicts. 
Students endured the problems that arose and discovered ways to 
address the issues. The students had a hard time communicating 
with each other. During the first session, students did not dare 
come in contact with South Asian children, as they were afraid of 
offending their religious taboos. They used microphones to control 
the event from far. However, with more and more interaction with 
the children and continuous review of the activities, the students 
gradually learned how to engage the children to participate in the 
activities. The students even learned how to adjust the details to 
perfect the event.
3 exchange students, Ms. ZOU Yuanyuan, Caroline, Ms. ZHANG 
Fenyi, Kate and Ms. RAN Ziwei, Echo, recalled, “At the beginning 
we thought the children were very mysterious because of their 
religion taboos. So we were deterred. Later we came to understand 
that they are just as lively and playful as other children. Their 
innocence gradually changed our thoughts.” Students had the 
opportunity to understand the South Asian culture through 
personal contact. Their impression of ethnic minorities changed.


















文化差異＝文化衝突？ Does Cultural Differences Equal Cultural Conflicts?
This project not only gave the students an exceptional experience, 
but also changed their minds. They understood that people are 
born without concepts of social class and discrimination against 
other races. This is developed through socialization. We are all a 
part of a global village. Everyone is unique and precious. More 
importantly, the students became more interested in social 
welfare work. They hope enter the relevant field to help people in 
need, and contribute to society in the future.
Hong Kong is a multicultural society. As Hong Kong citizens, why 
don’t we accept different cultures with tolerance? Marginalized 
South Asians are just one of the many examples of cultural 
conflicts. We should recognize these neighbors and break down 
the barriers with passion and tolerance. 
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Prevention on Sexually Transmitted Infections and AIDS
再思，讓生命再次飛翔





Community Health Organization for Intervention, Care and Empowerment Limited (C.H.O.I.C.E.)
陳章明教授（社會學及社會政策系，社會老年學講座教授）		
Prof. CHAN Cheung Ming, Alfred (Chair Professor of Social Gerontology, Department of Sociology and Social Policy)
馬學嘉博士	（社會學及社會政策系，兼任助理教授）




-  Design a set of promotional materials for prevention on sexually transmitted infections and AIDS; and
-  Plan and shoot a video clip on prevention of sexually transmitted infections and AIDS.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
何碧玉女士（再思社區健康組織，行政總幹事）
Ms. HO Pik Yuk, Shara 
(Chief Executive Officer, Community Health Organisation for Intervention, Care and Empowerment)
蔡偉南同學（社會科學院（當代社會問題與政策研究），三年級）





















“AIDS patients are most in need of love. We are here. Please 
come over.” These catchy lyrics are advertised on television. A 
lot of people can sing it, but how many people understand the 
meaning behind the words? Many organizations concerned 
with AIDS hope to encourage the public to address the plight 
and rights of infected persons through various types of public 
promotion. Nonetheless, most people have misconceptions 
about HIV/AIDS. People infected with HIV around the world 
still suffer from discrimination. As of March 2014, there were 
6,496 cases of HIV infections*, and 1,457 AIDS patients in 
Hong Kong11. To reduce the impact of the disease on their 
daily lives, Community Health Organisation for Intervention, 
Care and Empowerment Limited (C.H.O.I.C.E.) worked with 
Lingnan students to make brochures and videos providing 
AIDS information. Through the Lingnan students’ initiatives, 
the public can understand HIV/AIDS through a clear and 
informative message that dispels the misunderstanding and 
prejudice towards the patients.
* Note: The incidence of HIV infection is divided into 4 stages. 
With the appropriate treatment, infected individuals will not 
necessarily become AIDS patients.
愛，一直都在 Love is Always Here
2013-14年報：攜手同行50
(2014) <Summary table on the updated HIV/AIDS situation>. <Virtual AIDS Office of Hong Kong, Department of Health, The 
Government of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region>. http://www.info.gov.hk/aids/chinese/surveillance/quarter.htm
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Due to the lack of understanding about AIDS and incorrect 
information from the Internet, many infected individuals with 
HIV believe that they will die, and they soon abandon all hope. 
It is the same case for individuals receiving free HIV testing 
from C.H.O.I.C.E. and learn that they are infected with the 
HIV virus. They are not only concerned about how the public 
views them, but they also fear major life changes. In fact, the 
infected individuals are not in immediate danger. However, 
their immunity to diseases drops significantly; they are more 
likely to be infected with other diseases, and if left untreated, 
this disease could advance to AIDS. Therefore, C.H.O.I.C.E. 
provides infected individuals with the appropriate information 
about HIV/AIDS through different services, such as counseling 
and workshops, to reduce their psychological burdens. 
To rebuild the infected individuals’ self-confidence, it is 
important for them to feel respected, encouraged and 
supported by society. Ms. HO Pik Yuk, Shara, said, “The 
students produced educational videos and pamphlets to 
raise the public’s awareness of AIDS, hopefully, to change the 
social values and cultures.” With advertising, the public will be 
informed and knowledgeable about HIV/AIDS.

















By participating in this project, Mr. CHOY Wai Nam gained 
new knowledge about sex education in the university. He said 
that these topics are rarely discussed by Lingnan students 
and teachers. “There were institutions distributing condoms 
outside of the school to promote safe sex, but these events 
were banned. This not only reduced the chance for students to 
learn about safe sex, but also increased their risk of contracting 
sexually transmitted diseases. We should have an open mind 
to understand this vital topic. If you or people around you 
unfortunately face a similar situation, you will know what to 
do.”
AIDS is not an exclusive disease. Anyone may suffer from it. 
Understanding it is the first step to avoid infection, as well as 
accept those who may be infected. Diseases are not sins. Why 
do we view individuals with diseases as untouchable? “They 
need love. We are all here. Please come over.”
再思，造就領悟 Rethinking and Understanding
2013-14年報：攜手同行52
香港人，怕甚麼？





















With the shortage of hospital beds, milk powder, primary school 
places, the “Hong Kong-Mainland conflicts” has intensified in Hong 
Kong in recent years. New immigrants and visitors from Mainland 
China are described as “locusts” and are accused of plundering 
resources from Hong Kong residents. They may become a burden 
to society.
Prof. CHAN Shun Hing thinks that such irrational rejection will 
not help new immigrants integrate into society. Their capabilities 
and contributions are ignored. “Nowadays, the discussion in the 
community of new immigrants becomes about homogenization, 
and ignores their identity as individuals. Every individual has desire 
of self-achievement. They all want to be able to develop their 
potential and contribute to society. If we can put aside prejudices 
and try to understand the new immigrants, you will find that they 
are able to bring a different culture, thoughts and knowledge to 
Hong Kong.” In recent years, the flourishing development of the 
community farm in Tin Shui Wai was contributed by a group of 
new immigrant women. If you are willing to dispel prejudice, you 
will find that new immigrants promote the social progress just like 
the natives of Hong Kong.
矛盾‧愈演愈烈 Intensified Conflicts
CUS/ GEB206








明愛荃灣社區中心			Caritas Community Centre – Tsuen Wan
陳順馨教授（文化研究系，客席副教授）		






-   Connect with the Mainland-HK families to understand their current situation;
-   Conduct a mini research to understand the discourses of Mainland-HK families; and
-   Assist in producing a 3-minutes promotion video on 10 keywords relating to Mainland-HK families, including but 
    not limited to “housing”, “family reunion”, “150 one-way permits” (students work with Caritas Community Centre 
    – Tsuen Wan and Mainland – Hong Kong Families Rights Association). 
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
陳順馨教授（文化研究系，客席副教授）
Prof. CHAN Shun Hing (Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Cultural Studies)
戴福嫦同學（中文系，三年級）
Ms. TAI Fuk Sheung, Leaf (Year 3, Department of Chinese)
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)






















Caritas Community Centre – Tsuen Wan cooperated with Prof. 
CHAN, encouraging students to reflect further on the social issues 
of new immigrants, and to help eliminate negative perception 
of Mainland-HK families. The center made arrangements for 
students to create promotional video with the new immigrant 
women from Mainland – Hong Kong Families Rights Association to 
reconstruct the discourse of “new immigrants from the Mainland”. 
Ms. TAI Fuk Sheung, Leaf, who participated in the project, said that 
she felt prejudice against new immigrants because of what the 
media reported. However, after contacting them personally, she 
understood the truth. 
Leaf said, “The majority of new immigrants who come to Hong 
Kong really have a hard life and need help from social welfare 
organizations. But the key issue is that the current policy does 
not help them integrate into the society. This is also something 
the public has ignored. We hope that the promotional videos 
can offer the public positive and truthful information about the 
immigrant families and thus eliminate discrimination against 
them.” The students can understand the real situation faced by 
new immigrants, and through the service project, changed their 
impression of new immigrants through personal contact. 









Population mobility is an inevitable phenomenon of globalization. 
Some emigrate for work and life, while some for marriage, political 
reasons or other factors. We, as a part of the global village, should 
abandon the ideology of competition for resources and eliminate 
boundaries between people.


















“Buying real estate is difficult and renting a flat is expensive.” 
This phenomenon makes the housing issues a heated topic 
in our society. The Centre for Quality of Life at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong has conducted a survey that shows 
that in order to buy a flat, Hong Kong people cannot eat or 
drink for 14 years12. It is only a metaphor, but it reflects the 
negative impacts high housing costs have on people’s lives. If 
you want your dream home, is it worth working yourself to 
death? 
Mr. WONG Chi Ho, Terry, the initiator of “Global Village 
Ambassador Scheme”, said that real estate inevitably becomes 
a commodity or even an investment product in a capitalist 
society. People ignore that housing is a basic need of life. Terry 
said, “I expect the students to understand the discussion on 
housing issues in our society. And through the experience 
of overseas service, they can think about the importance of 
housing and engage in new angles of discussion.”
生存以上，生活以下 Surviving, but not Living
地球村大使計劃 








-   Help build affordable houses in a South-East Asia developing country; and 
-   Reflect on the issue of poverty and housing in global context.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
李坤賢同學（社會科學院（現代社會行為科學），二年級）
Mr. LI Kwan Yin, Dexter (Year 2, Faculty of Social Sciences (Behavioural Science in Modern Society))
王志浩先生（服務研習處，項目主任）[已於2014年8月31日離任]






























After a few months of training and preparation, 12 Global Village 
Ambassadors and the Habitat for Humanity staff members 
decided to go to Sri Lanka to carry out services to build houses 
for local residents. From sieving sand, mixing cement to moving 
bricks, they completed each process under the hot sun. Each 
brick used in the house construction was mixed with their sweat. 
Although the construction process was very hard, they could 
not describe their satisfaction in words after they witnessed a 
wasteland slowly become a nearly completed house. 
Mr. LI Kwan Yin, Dexter, one of the Global Village Ambassadors, 
shared his experience of building the house. He laughed and 
said that he felt more afraid as the brick wall grew higher, 
because he needed to climb up the shelves to work. He 
doubted whether the formwork could withstand the weight 
of an adult male. “Of course I was scared that I would fall. I 
was even too scared that I trembled at the beginning. However, 
this experience made me realize that either building a house 
or maintaining a family, you need to pay with effort and time. 
Now I appreciate the housework done by my family and what 
they pay for the family,” said Dexter. The house itself is not only 
a container for people to live in. To make it a “home”, family 
members must give love and care.















In Sri Lanka, Habitat for Humanity staff members and the 
volunteers built a house about 500 square-feet, spending an 
average of 7 days to complete the construction. Although these 
houses only had basic features, they brought a major change to 
the life of local residents. Dexter recalled that besides building 
the houses, he also visited the region that Habitat for Humanity 
had service in and learned more about the significance of 
housing to benefit families. He said, “One of the visited families 
finally reclaimed arable land in the vicinity because they found 
a permanent residence. They could be more self-reliant through 
farming and thus, have a new life.”
The 500 square-feet house was neither made of gold, nor had 
luxurious decorations. Nevertheless, the benefited families’ 
lives were improved with this symbol of hope. Perhaps letting 
the concept of housing return to its original value in life can 
change the attitude of the existing housing investment or 
trading. It is the only way to build the dream of a happy life.





















In these 4 stories, Lingnan students came to understand 
the real needs of different marginal groups through 
firsthand experience. They tried to change the plight of 
the disadvantaged class by empowering. However, when 
it comes to changing the existing power relations, some 
people in our society will indeed think of the famous 
quote by British Lord ACTON, “power tends to corrupt, 
and absolute power corrupts absolutely”. Many worry 
that change implies the reverse of power relations and 
the role of the weak and strong. Real empowerment is 
about not creating another unequal power relation, but 
let everyone enjoy equal access to resources in the society 
and enjoy the same rights, obligations and security, 
including basic housing, education and participation in 
economic activities.
Perhaps, establishing a new set of power relations and 
values are not achievable by ordinary people, however, 
empowerment is not difficult to imagine. As long as people 
are willing to go into the community, to understand the 
situations and the genuine needs of various marginal 
groups, they can address the issues, make changes, and 
engage in a new interpretation.
結語
Afterword






































In recent years, heated discussions between the government and 
local communities debate the policies for expanding landfills, 
building incinerators and other environmental and urbanization 
issues. Each party puts forward a different concern. The term 
“sustainable development” is often used by both parties in 
their arguments. However, what does it mean? What is the 
social importance of the concept? According to the UN World 
Commission on Environment and Development report (1987), 
sustainable development “meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their needs13.” This model demands the balance of society, 
environment and economy through maintaining processes of 
productivity - natural or man-made - by replacing resources used 
with resources of equal value.
However, there is always a gap between theory and reality. Since 
each person’s values and understandings to form a balance are not 
the same, there are often controversial issues on development, 
conservation, waste reduction at source, and the expansion of 
landfills. As the saying goes, “the more truth is debated, the 
clearer it becomes”. Therefore, constructive arguments are better 
than silence. As long as the parties are willing to listen and accept 
different opinions, discussions can approach a general consensus. 
In the 2013-14 academic year, OSL collaborated with various 
social agencies, including those concerned with environmental 
protection, social justice, and other social issues, to increase 
the value of sustainability within communities. This chapter will 
elaborate on ways to attain sustainable development through 




United Nation (1987). Our Common Future, Chapter 2: Towards Sustainable Development, Report of the World Commission on 
Environment and Development: Our Common Future, Retrieved from http://www.un-documents.net/ocf-02.htm#1
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文學與文化研究   Literature and Cultural Studies
服務研習計劃
Service-Learning Project
1) 生活從有機開始   Living from Organic Farming
綠色生活從您我開始





The Salvation Army New Territories West Integrated Service Ngau Tam Mei Community Development Project
1) 劉健芝教授（文化研究系，副教授）		
     Prof. LAU Kin Chi (Associate Professor, Department of Cultural Studies)
2) 陳順馨教授（文化研究系，兼任副教授）		







-   Assist in developing the uncultivated land into a farmland and build up basic facilities;
-   Experience organic farming with personal physical labor participation;
-   Understand the meaning and value of farmland as well as organic farming;
-   Conduct a mini research on organic farming/ the development of farming industry in Hong Kong/ urban 
     agriculture; and
-   Record the farming process by shooting video.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
熊法樑先生（救世軍新界西綜合服務牛潭尾社區發展計劃，主任）[已於2014年5月1日離任]
Mr. HUNG Fat Leung (Project-in-charge, The Salvation Army New Territories West Integrated Service Ngau Tam Mei 
Community Development Project) (He has left the center on 1 May, 2014)
彭敏同學（翻譯系，二年級）		
Ms. PANG Man, PM (Year 2, Department of Translation)
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)
CUS/ GEB206
環球文化與公民意識   Global Culture and Citizenship
2) 全球故事：社區耕種  Global Stories: Community Farming






-   Engage in producing food with the local farmers and promote the positive ideas of farming to them;
-   Organize farming related activities for the villagers in order to build up a local economy in Ngau Tam Mei; 
-   Engage in interaction with the local farmers and villagers by conducting oral history interviews, including but 
    not limited to local residents, local community, food issue and economic development in New Territories; and
-   Assist in building up basic facilities in the farmland, if needed.
2) 全球故事：社區耕種  Global Stories: Community Farming












Considering “farming”, many Hong Kong people will think of 
picking fruits and vegetables on the holiday farm, and cooking the 
food with family and friends. But is it the only kind of “farming”? 
In recent years, communities around the world actively develop 
community agriculture. It not only beautifies the environment, 
but also enhances the integration of the community. In order 
to consolidate the relationship between the villagers and keep 
the heritage of traditional folk wisdom, the Salvation Army 
Ngau Tam Mei Community Development Project worked with 
Lingnan University to launch two farming projects to promote the 
development of community agriculture at Ngau Tam Mei.




















Mr. HUNG Fat Leung, who has initiated this collaboration, pointed 
out that there was not enough land for farming at that time at Ngau 
Tam Mei area. Therefore, in the first semester, students needed to 
be “pioneers”. They needed to clear the wasteland for planting 
with the farmer and build basic construction near the farmland. 
He said, “Ngau Tam Mei used to be a farming community. On one 
hand, we hope to exercise neighbors’ expertise in farming to the 
full and bring vitality to the community. On the other hand, young 
people are given an opportunity to be in touch with the rural area 
and change their existing impression.”
After 3 months of efforts, the farmland was still not suitable for 
long-term usage because of pests and flooding. However, students 
established a friendly relationship with local farmers through the 
farming process. After the project, they still kept in touch with the 
farmers, and even introduced them to friends who were interested 
in farming. This opened up new possibilities for the development 



















With the physical limitations, Mr. HUNG adjusted the Service-
Learning project plan for the second semester. This time 
students split up. He borrowed the unused agricultural land 
from the neighborhood for the farming scheme and arranged 
meetings for students to interview farmers and villagers for 
the oral history of Ngau Tam Mei. He admitted, “We may not 
receive a substantia effect from farming. The community 
also may not change immediately. But we see this project 
as a trial. We expect the neighborhood to put their ability 
to good use while establishing a positive view of the farming 
as a part of normal daily life. If in the future we can expand 
this approach to connect the neighborhood and the other 
communities, I believe we will benefit all.” The organizers, 
villagers and students all have new perspectives of Hong Kong 
agriculture and rural development through the two farming 
collaborations. Students even applied the spirit of “life affects 











延續‧關係 Keep In Touch
Ms. PANG Man, PM said that urbanization is an inevitable 
development. However, it is important that the public makes 
an effort to have sustainable development in the society. “I 
believe that everyone can bring changes to the society by 
changing themselves, starting from their own view, habits 
and people closed to them.” PM kept in touch with nature 
by encouraging schoolmates to reduce food waste and 
experiencing farming activities with her cousin. As long as 
you are willing to change your habits, you can promote the 
sustainable development!




Value Food and Be Gracious
BUS301
策略管理   Strategic Management sec. 3
服務研習計劃
Service-Learning Project
1) 食物回收策略發展計劃   
   Strategic Planning for “Food Collection Program”
2) 食物回收推廣及調查計劃   






     Prof. CHEN Tingting (Assistant Professor, Department of Management)
2) 滕慕蓮女士（管理學學系，高級授課導師）	






-   Have in-depth research  and strategic environment analysis on the program;
-   Analyze the research result and find out the strategic problems being faced by the agency;
-   Propose possible strategic suggestions to improve the program and foster its sustainable development; and
-   Propose possible strategic plan for agency to operate. 
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
方穎玲小姐（民社服務中心，項目經理）
Ms. FONG Wing Ling, Carol (Project Manager, People Service Centre)
廖家強先生（民社服務中心，項目統籌）		
Mr. LIU Ka Keung, Philip (Project Coordinator, People Service Centre)
課程導師			 Course Instructor(s)
CLC9009
企業社會責任   Corporate Social Responsibility
1) 食物回收策略發展計劃  Strategic Planning for “Food Collection Program”




-   Promote the Food Collection Program to Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) and encourage them to 
    participate; 
-   Design and conduct a survey to understand SME’s understanding and willingness of participation to the 
    program; and













According to HKSAR Environmental Protection Department, every 
day Hong Kong produces about 3600 tons of food waste14, which is 
the weight of 200 double-decker buses! Although the department 
has plans to recycle food waste into useful resources, only 200 
tons can be processed per day, which is far less than the number 
produced. The most effective method is to actually reduce the 
food waste. In 2011, People Service Centre (PSC) launched a “Food 
Collection Program” for the disposal of leftover food in markets 
and food chains. Through recycling food and redistributing to 
those in need, the “Food Collection Program” reduces waste of 
food and also helps to relieve the pressure of low-income families.
從廚餘到糧食 From Food Waste to Food
2013-14 Annual Report: Walk Hand in Hand
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The philosophy of the “Food Collection Program” service, as Ms. 
FONG Wing Ling, Carol noted, is to establish a neighbor network for 
mutual assistance between service recipients through the process 
of food distribution. “Food Recycling is just the start to interact 
with residents. Our long-term goal is to develop a network in the 
community through the recipients so that they can help other 
people as well as themselves.” Ms. FONG stressed that services 
should not be in one-sided. Therefore, the PSC asked the elderly 
recipients, who are capable of being volunteers, help maintain 
community relations. The elderly further promote the program to 
other members of the community, so that more people in need 
can be helped. 

















Even though the PSC just wants to help people, as a small social 
service organization, it has encountered many difficulties. At 
the beginning of the program, they lacked resources and felt 
patronized by the shopkeepers. After initiating many efforts, 
the PSC finally successfully runs the program in Sham Shui Po. 
In order to benefit more people, it actively expands services to 
different districts, such as Tuen Mun. Developing a new service 
area is not easy, especially when shop owners routinely think 
that collecting and distributing leftover food will negatively 
affect their profits. While cooperating with Lingnan students, 
the PSC built trust with the merchants in Tuen Mun. Ms. FONG 
recalled that students strengthened the understanding between 
PSC and shopkeepers by field work and research surveys, laying 
a solid foundation for cooperation.













The cooperation not only helps the PSC to develop a community 
recycling network in Tuen Mun markets, but also improves 
Lingnan students’ knowledge of social enterprises and food 
recycling. One group of students even helped PSC to contact 
the Lingnan canteen contractor to discuss the future direction 
of recycling food on campus. It encouraged PSC for future public 
campaigns at universities. As the future leaders of society, 
university students need to be more concerned about the 
community and do their best to make use of social resources 
and make the city more sustainable. Let’s take action now!




Write Before the Next Financial Tsunami
SLP201 / 1201 暑期服務研習所
Cross-Border Service-Learning Summer InstituteMainland and International 
Service-Learning Program
合作機構			 Partner Organization(s)
菲律賓德拉薩大學			 	 	 De La Salle University, Manila, Philippines
中國雲南大學滇池學院			 	 Dianchi college of  Yunnan university, China
台灣天主教輔仁大學			                                 Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan
中國中山大學嶺南(大學)學院		 	 Lingnan College, Sun Yat-Sen University, China
印尼貝特拉基督教大學	 	 	 Petra Christian University, Indonesia






-   Learn about social issues (Social Enterprise and Active Ageing) and become global citizens dedicated to civic 
    engagement and social responsibility through guest lectures, research, discussion, agency visits, service 
    practicum, and also a tour in Mainland China.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
陳紀妍同學（會計系，二年級）			
Ms. CHAN Kei Yin, Grace (Year 2, Department of Accountancy)
張芷晴同學（市場學學系，二年級）		
Ms. CHEUNG Tsz Ching, Marie (Year 2, Department of Marketing)	
黃振威同學（社會科學院（現代社會行為科學），二年級）















According to the definition of the Hong Kong Government, 
“an SE is a business to achieve specific social objectives 
such as providing the services (such as support service for 
the elderly) or products needed by the community, creating 
employment and training opportunities for the socially 
disadvantaged, protecting the environment, funding its 
other social services through the profits earned, etc. Its 
profits will be principally reinvested in the business for the 
social objectives that it pursues, rather than distribution to 
its shareholders 15.” 
Given the increasingly important role of SEs, the Cross-Border 
Service-Learning Summer Institute studied this new business 
strategy and its impact on the community. Students further 
understood the social enterprise concept through a series of 
learning methods, including classes, research, discussions, 
agency visits, service practicum and a field trip to Yunnan.










Since the 1970s, Hong Kong has been known as one of “Four 
Asian Tigers” along with South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore. 
She has become an economic power in East and Southeast 
Asia. After Hong Kong experienced the 1997 Asian financial 
crisis and the 2008 financial crisis, some now question the for-
profit business model, or the “invisible hand”, which ignores 
social responsibility in the community. Social enterprises 
(SEs) are beginning to be recognized as possible business 
model alternatives under this social context.
金融海嘯之後 After the Financial Crisis
2013-14 Annual Report: Walk Hand in Hand
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Two of the participants, Ms. CHEUNG Tsz Ching, Marie and Mr. 
WONG Chun Wai, James, admitted that in the past they did not 
pay attention to SEs, but believed that their products or services 
were more expensive. However, through the service experience 
in Tin Sau Bazaar, they learned the real situations faced by the 
SE and its tenants.  
Marie and James said, “The purpose of the establishing Tin Sau 
Bazaar is to help residents in the district to become self-reliant. 
But in fact, the role of the Tung Wah Group of Hospitals is only 
to provide a venue for business and is responsible for managing 
the site. Even if all the stalls are leased out, it does not mean 
that the tenants can make a profit.” 
Upon learning the situation of Tin Sau Bazaar, the students 
conducted research, comparing the price of the products in Tin 
Sau Bazaar with those in other shops in Tin Shui Wai. They also 
filmed a promotional video emphasizing the positive effect of 
Tin Sau Bazaar on the community. The promotional video was 
used to attract more people using the concept of SE as a tool to 
empower the Tin Shui Wai residents as a selling point. Another 
participant, Ms. CHAN Kei Yin, Grace said, “After 7 weeks of 
Service-Learning, I have understood SEs more deeply than 
before. Now I support the SEs more and introduce this concept 
to my family. I expect to help promoting the development of SEs 
in Hong Kong.”
推動社企發展 Promote Development Of Social Enterprises










In a capitalist society, the basic necessities of life become 
inseparable from the word “consume.” SEs provide a 
commercial platform that gives the disadvantaged class an 
opportunity to be self-reliant. Modifying our consumption 
habits can bring great change to the community and support 














讓愛與和平佔領中環		Occupy Central with Love and Peace
鄭宇健教授（哲學系，副教授）		
Prof. ZHENG Yujian (Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy)
學生角色				 Students’ Role
-	參與公開論壇、訪問不同持份者之意見，並以所學理論分析訪問結果。
-   Engage in open forum, interview different stakeholders’ opinion and analyze the interview results through 
     knowledge of the lesson.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
鄭宇健教授（哲學系，副教授）		
Prof. ZHENG Yujian (Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy)
郭文偉同學（社會科學院，二年級）		












What is morality? According to the definition of ethics, morality 
is a measurement of whether the action is right or wrong. It 
will vary in different contexts. “Social Justice”, as a part of the 
ethical standards, is interpreted differently by everyone. For 
example, some people think that civil disobedience highlights 
social justice, but some people hold opposite views. What 
impact does civil disobedience have on the community? In 
the course “Understanding Morality”, students had better 
perspectives on this topic after taking field trips and conducting 
interviews with various stakeholders.














“Occupy Central” is a highly controversial topic in Hong Kong. 
Students participating in this Service-Learning project took 
inspiration from their interaction in public forums. They listened 
and expressed their views. This is precisely the reason why Prof. 
ZHENG Yujian deliberately introduced the topic of “Occupy 
Central” into the classroom. When Prof. ZHENG was asked why 
he used Service-Learning in the curriculum, he said: “Serving is 
community engagement. During the process of reporting and 
observing the forum, students can increase their understanding 
of the community. Their concern for the community and the 
interest of further community engagement were also raised.” 
He expected that through Service-Learning, students can be 
more aware of civil and political actions in society. They will be 
able to influence others with their knowledge and get involved 
in community affairs.
從課堂到社區參與 From Classroom to Community Engagement


















As we all know, everyone has different political orientation. 
Therefore, Prof. ZHENG required students to interview people 
with different positions and learn to listen to all views, as well 
as think from multiple perspectives on “Occupy Central” and 
other issues. He reiterated that there is no right or wrong in 
the field of value. Debate is one of the more effective ways to 
understand and deal with complex issues. 
One of the students, Mr. KWOK Man Wai, Danny admitted 
that many participants did not know the purpose of the public 
forum, and even lacked understanding of civil disobedience. 
Moreover, with the absence of unity forum topics, it could 
become a platform for people to vent their emotions. 
Acknowledging the short-coming of “Occupy Central”, Danny 
said, “The thoughts of people are really important for changing 
the society.” If everyone rationally discusses “Occupy Central” 
and listen to opinions from all sides, the society moves towards 
social justice.









For society to achieve complete social justice, it appears to 
be a great and distant dream. However, it is an indispensable 
element of society to promote sustainable development. With 
a “Civic Referendum” and an “Anti-Occupy Central” petition 
campaign also organized, the voices in society have increasingly 
polarized. As a part of the community, we should remain 
rational when participating in these discussions in order for 
























-   Create nature games;
-   Renovate the school environment and promote the conception of harmony with nature at school; 
-   Plant potatoes or other crops that will require the children’s care in subsequent weeks;
-   Use natural materials such as leaves, twigs, and stones in the creation of art by the children; and
-   Use “garbage” or other sustainable materials in the children’s creation of art using recycled materials.
受訪人士				 Interviewee(s)
快樂鳥（鄉師自然學校，英文科老師）		
Happy Bird (English Teacher, RTC Gaia School)
區沅冰同學（視覺研究系，三年級）		














Have you seen children running around mountains? Have 
you seen them curiously exploring nature? For modern kids, 
entertainment is no longer mountains, fields of flowers 
and trees, but electronic games and mobile phones. Their 
impression of nature comes from books and annual school 
picnics. How will they know how to exist with nature if they are 
growing up without it? RTC Gaia School (Gaia School) is located 
in Tuen Mun. It not only gives children an opportunity to 
commune with nature because of its location, but also adopts 
an education philosophy of “nature, independence and people-
orientation.” Through studying in a natural environment, the 
next generation will thrive.
大自然，您好 Hello, Nature!
















Different from mainstream primary schools, Gaia School 
encourages students to take the initiative to learn and explore 
new things. It is completely student-oriented and the school 
believes that everyone has different abilities and learning 
methods. Therefore, the school focuses on developing their 
“speculative” ability and promotes studies that start from the 
students’ motivations. This teaches them to take responsibility 
for their own learning. Teachers and students are equal - as 
long as students can provide a justified reason, they can skip a 
class. The spirit of independence is well-observed. In addition, 
after joining Gaia School, both teachers and students will 
have a “natural name”. They will take a name after any kind 
of natural thing in order to be close with the nature. Ms. AU 
Yuen Ping chose her natural name to be “Ice”. She said with a 
smile, “Kids here are very active and respond quickly. In short, 
they’re ‘wilder’.”













Aside from “speculative” ability, it is also very important for 
students to reason. There is a “life court” at school, which 
carries out regular trials according to students’ need. It 
provides solutions to student disputes and a learning platform 
for students to respect others’ opinions. Happy Bird, who has 
taught for 3 years, said, “In the end we will ask both sides to 
apologize. Students will need to listen to the other’s feelings in 
the process. Then they will discuss the truth.” Perhaps, things 
are not always binary. Gaia School wants to encourage students 
to learn more about other people’s thoughts through the “life 
court” so that they can solve their disputes in everyday life.












When talking about the impact of Gaia School on mainstream 
education system, Happy Bird admits that the Gaia School is 
an alternative social movement. It is a result of dissatisfaction 
with the existing education system. It is like a piece of mirror 
reflecting the existing problems in Hong Kong’s schools. 
In many cases, we are accustomed not to ask about the process, 
but focus on the results. A spoon-fed education trains many 
students to achieve high scores, but they have low abilities. 
Kids from mainstream schools are only willing to hang around 
at the mall, while Gaia School students are curious about the 
world around them. Where is the best place for children’s 
enlightenment: mainstream or non-mainstream schools?



















Through these 5 stories, we discover that there are 
many ways to promote sustainable development in the 
community. Society often believes development and 
conservation are unable to coexist. Such instances are 
evident in the recent debates involving the Star Ferry 
Clock Tower, Queen’s Pier, and the North East New 
Territories New Development. 
Development and conservation appears to be a black 
and white concept; however, sustainable development 
abandons this binary opposition. Amartya Kumar SEN, 
the 1998 Nobel Prize in Economical Sciences winner, 
advocates “Development as Freedom”. Development 
is no longer linked just to economy, but becomes the 
foundation that improves people’s quality of life. Everyone 
must take the first steps to change the opposition and 
work together to build a free society.
結語
Afterword



















The Office of Service-Learning has collaborated with faculty 
members, service agencies and community partners in this past 
year. Together with these collaborations, we address the social 
needs, but also create a platform for students to learn through 
service. Students used their talents to achieve their goals in the 
“Service-Learning Pathway”. To know more about what students 
can gain from the “Service-Learning Pathway”, you can take a 
look on the letter from our student.
來自服務研習學生的一封信
A Letter from a Service-Learning Student


































To Whom It May Concern,
I am YOONG Wai Chun, but you can call me Richard. I am a Year 3 student 
from Department of Translation. Recently, staff members from the Office 
of Service-Learning noted that I have participated in Service-Learning 
activities for quite a long time. They encouraged me to think about my 
future development. I suddenly realized that I have been here at Lingnan 
for more than two years and maybe it is now a good time for me to reflect 
on what I have done and to think about my “way forward”.
 
My Service-Learning journey started when I joined the SLP201 / 1201 Cross-Border Service-Learning Summer 
Institute (SLSI). It was a three-credit course, in which more than 20 students from 7 different places gathered 
together to learn about “social enterprises” and “active ageing” in Hong Kong and Yunnan. At that time, I 
was exposed to a really different mode of learning – not only did I attend lectures, but also had site visits, did 
services and participated in practicum. Reflection was emphasized to consolidate what I had learned. This 
was how I entered the world of Service-Learning. In the same year, I also became an emcee in the “4th Asia 
Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning”, which was hosted by Lingnan University and Sun Yat-Sen 
University. It was really a valuable opportunity for a year 1 student like me to polish my presentation skills 
and boost my confidence, as I presented before over 400 guests from all over the world.
In the next academic year, I became the first cohort of the “Service-Learning Teaching Assistant”, which 
facilitates the learning of students and fosters communication between faculty members and students. 
Later, some OSL colleagues and I went to Taiwan to attend a Service-Learning conference at the Fu Jen 
Catholic University and also to visit other schools like National Taiwan University and National Taiwan Normal 
University to learn from their teaching assistant system. Last summer, I even went outside Asia to join the 
VIA Exchange for Social Entrepreneurs & Leaders (XSEL) Program. I learned social entrepreneurship, design-
thinking and leadership skills in San Francisco and at Stanford University. I could exchange ideas often with 
top students from other parts of the world, such as Japan, Korea and Mainland China. My horizon definitely 
broadened.
These have been my experiences in the past two years, but don’t think that I had a clear picture of what I 
wanted to do or achieve when I first joined Service-Learning. I have been figuring out my own way during 
the past two years. Fortunately, I have a clearer understanding on what I want to do and what experience 
I need now – I would like to further develop my leadership skills and enrich my experience through direct 
services in the future. I will possibly initiate some volunteer programs or exchange programs with other 
students, instead of simply joining programs that are organized by others. I believe it will be a valuable 
learning experience.
That is also why I am so happy to know that OSL is going to work on student empowerment in the coming 
years. Many passionate students will have opportunities to make good use of their talent and achieve their 
goals, with the resources, network and support from the OSL. What’s more, OSL is advancing the “Service-
Learning Pathway” for students to clarify possible steps to development and how to find and attain goals. 
Students can start their journey by joining Mainland and International Service-Learning Program (MISLP), 
becoming a Service-Learning Teaching Assistant, a Service-Learning Project Trainee, joining Young Scholars’ 
Community-Based Research Program, Service-Learning Student Association, and so on. Eventually, they will 
find their own way according to their interest and ability. 
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With a sound reputation, more and more course instructors, 
community partners and students engaged in various Service-
Learning programs in the past few years. As we move towards 
higher levels of program quality, close partnership with course 
instructors and community partners will be sustained to create 
a “Community Laboratory”, which will serve as a platform for 
transferring knowledge between higher education institution and 
community. In this “laboratory”, students will apply academic 
theories into real life cases, while community agencies will gain 
professional knowledge and manpower to enhance their service 
quality. In the meantime, real scenarios in the community will be a 
site for both course instructors and students to conduct researches. 
New knowledge will be produced and transferred from community 
to higher education institutions through this process. 
Moving forward, a Service-Learning graduation requirement will be 
fully implemented to encourage students to participate in Service-
Learning. Every Lingnan graduate will benefit from providing service, 
and thus, bring their knowledge to promote the development of 
the society. To achieve this mission, the Office of Service-Learning 
embarks on the direction of student development and strengthening 
the importance of empowerment. Through taking the responsibility 
and accountability for their own learning experiences, students can 
achieve personal, civic and moral development, and thus, become 









































Understand the link between agriculture 





















Support migrant workers through 
interviews for work-related assistance 








Bethune House Migrant 




Assist in planning and executing the 







Helpers for Domestic Helpers
協助義務律師處理家庭傭工的案件及
諮詢服務。
Assist the voluntary attorneys to process 





















Interview both sides of the Occupy 




















People Service Centre Limited
為機構推廣食物回收計劃，並在屯門
進行市場調查。
Promote the food collection program 





















Social Welfare Department 
Tuen Mun District Coordinating 




Work with secondary students to design 
events promoting volunteerism in the 
campus or to the public.
附錄一：2013-14年度學科服務研習計劃一覽表 



























Department of Cultural Studies
新界西口述歷史
計劃
Oral History Project 








Research the history of Nai Wai Village 
and Lam Tei Village and write an oral 
history report.
生活從有機開始





The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 





Understand the meaning and value of 
farmland and organic farming through 
developing the uncultivated land into  



















The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People 
採訪「屯」結愛心家庭計劃義工，並
撰寫成故事。
Interview “Family Buddy” Program 
volunteers and write a feature story.
「再思社區健康」
計劃






Organisation for Intervention, 




Consolidate information, conduct 
interviews and write articles for the 





















New Life Building Long 






Interview and write stories for the 
residents in the long-stay care home to 




















Understand the link between agriculture 
and happiness through farming 
















Filming on Children 




Children of Deaf Adults HK
採訪香港聾人子女協會執行委員，並
製作成影片。
Produce a video after interviewing the 








Hong Kong Association of 
the Deaf
為手語課本作翻譯及編輯工作。







Hong Kong Association of 
the Deaf
為宣傳品作翻譯及編輯工作。





















The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People
為少數民族及本地兒童舉辦藝術活
動，以宣揚社會共融。
Organize and plan art activities for ethnic 
minorities and local children to promote 
social inclusion.
文學院服務研習計劃
Service-Learning Projects in Faculty of Arts





















Prof. WONG Shiu Ho, Alfred
管理學學系
系主任及副教授








Yan Oi Tong Social Enterprises
為水雲澗制定策略發展計劃，並提出
實際建議。
Formulate a strategic plan and propose 
practical recommendations for the 



















People Service Centre Limited
為食物回收計劃制定策略發展計劃，
並提出實際建議。
Formulate a strategic plan and propose 
practical recommendations for the 






















Hong Kong Police Force
與長者義工合作，透過教授「功夫滅
罪操」於屯門區小學宣揚滅罪信息。
Work with elder volunteers and promote 
an anti-crime message through teaching 












Design and organize 2 workshops about 











Coordinate the visit to New Life Garden 
for secondary students and Elderly 
Ambassadors, and organize a debriefing 

















Department of Management, 
Lingnan University
向公眾宣傳嶺大管理學學系。
Promote Department of Management, 












Design and organize ecotour guides 
training workshops for rehabilitated 
persons.
向長者領袖出發







Design and organize leadership training 
and team building workshops for the 
Elder Academy council members.
社區健康義賣籌款









Write a proposal of Mega Sales and 
implement it.
商學學科服務研習計劃
Service-Learning Projects in Faculty of Business
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社會科學院服務研習計劃






















Prof. David Rosser PHILLIPS
社會學及社會政策系
聯益社會政策講座教授
Lam Woo & Co Ltd Chair Professor 
of Social Policy, 










Organize 6 sessions of computer classes 
to enhance the elderly’s computer skills.
開心快活人










Organizes activities for elderly who are 
weak in health to enrich their social life.
生命故事錄




Tung Wah Group of Hospitals 
Y. C. Liang Memorial Home for 
the Elderly
為長者設計生命故事錄。










Prof. CHAN Cheung Ming, Alfred
社會學及社會政策系
社會老年學講座教授
Chair Professor of Social 
Gerontology, 










The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People 
香港警務處屯門警區




Work with elderly and women volunteers 
to organize neighbourhood support care 
activities for the singleton elderly in Tai 
Hing Estate.
學習．人生小導向




Christian & Missionary Alliance 
Tuen Mun Church Family 




Work as mentors and assist secondary 




























Exchange ideas on the selected books 
with primary school students through 
an e-learning platform and to conduct 
related activities.




























Adjunct Assistant Professor, 











Department of Sociology and Social 
Policy;
Teaching Fellow,








The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People
策劃及舉辦不同形式的課外活動予南
亞裔兒童。
Plan and implement different extra-









The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People
舉辦健康檢查及家訪，以提升大興邨
居民的健康意識。
Increase Tai Hing Estate residents’ health 
awareness by organizing health checking 





Tuen Mun Healthy City Limited
協助策劃及舉辦沙灘節。
Plan and co-organize the Beach Festival.
服務研習處服務研習計劃








































Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui 
Welfare Council Limited 
透過向有需要人士派發食物，提高學
生對香港貧窮問題的關注。
Organize and deliver the food to needy 
in order to raise students’ awareness of 












Christian Action SHINE Center
鼓勵及協助南亞裔兒童學習廣東話。
Motivate and facilitate South Asian 












Christian Action Chungking 
Mansions Service Centre
為在港難民及其子女提供語文班。
Provide language class to refugees and 




















Assist to plan and execute the Cantonese 








Bethune House Migrant 




Assist the voluntary attorneys to process 






Helpers for Domestic Helpers
協助義務律師處理家庭傭工的案件，
以及相關的諮詢服務。
Assist the voluntary attorneys to process 





















Interview both sides of the Occupy 






















Mentor secondary students and work 












Research the history of Kam Tin, write an 
oral history report.
大澳永續發展計劃





Tai O Sustainable Development 
Education Workshop
推廣及協助舉辦大澳慈善籌款活動。








Hong Kong Young Women’s 
Christian Association Jockey 
Club Tin Shui Wai Integrated 
Social Service Centre 
為社區劇場設計宣傳物品。








Assist in making a video about the 
grassroots people in Hong Kong.































Bethune House Migrant 
Women’s Refuge, Mission For 
Migrant Workers Limited 
為外傭提供情緒支援服務，並為他們
舉辦興趣班。
Assist in giving emotional support to the 
migrant workers and organize an interest 
class for them.
























Provide English tutoring for 6 secondary 
students of Lutheran School for the Deaf 
and organize at least one cultural or 











Translate materials on the official 
website of HKAD (Chinese and English) 
and organize at least one cultural or 
























Department of Cultural Studies
香港藝術節計劃




Hong Kong Arts Festival Society 
Limited
協助統籌青少年之友計劃。
Assist in coordinating the Young Friends 
Scheme.
香港故事





Interview and record the history of Wan 
Chai.
東九龍故事



























The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 





Engage in physical farm works, interview 








Caritas Community Centre – 
Tsuen Wan  
協助製作中港家庭的宣傳短片。
Assist in producing a 3-minute 













Assist in administrative work and contact 
the migrant workers.
文學院服務研習計劃





























Department of Cultural Studies
綠色生活在八鄉




Choi Yuen Pioneer Field
體驗有機耕種，並了解農田的意義及
價值。
Experience organic farming, understand 
the meaning and value of farmland.
紫藤婦女外展計劃







Engage in the outreach works and build 












Contact the Parent-Teacher associations 
in Tuen Mun district and promote the 










Assist in administrative works and 
contact the migrant workers.
PHI/ GEB222
生死學
Life and Death 
(12)
黃慧英教授










The Salvation Army Kam Tin 
Residence for Senior Citizens 
為中心長者製作生命故事錄，並協助
他們回顧一生中的重要事件。
Create life story albums for the frail 
elderly and help them to review their 
meaningful events.
















Office of Service-Learning, 
Lingnan University  
訪問支持和反對「佔領中環」雙方陣
形的意見，並撰寫訪談結果。
Interview both sides of the Occupy 




Art and Well 
Being (12)
羅淑敏教授













The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People
以藝術作為探索文化的平台，為少數
族裔兒童舉辦藝術活動。
Use art as a platform for cultural 









Yuen Long Town Hall
以藝術作為探索文化的平台，為少數
族裔兒童舉辦藝術活動。
Use art as a platform for cultural 








Christian & Missionary Alliance 
Tuen Mun Church Family 




Use art as a platform for personal 
development and organize art activities 










Observe how art intervention helps 
dementia elders and their families and 








Observe and experience the value of art 























Renovate the school environment (e.g. 
planting) and promote the conception of 
harmony with nature at school.
































International Social Service 
Hong Kong Branch Tin Shui 




Promote the products made by the 
women of the center and organize a 







Association for Engineering and 




Promote the direct sales services and 




























Formulate a strategic plan and propose 
practical recommendations for the 




















Association for Engineering and 




Formulate a strategic plan and propose 
practical recommendations for the 














Association for Engineering and 




Formulate a strategic plan and propose 
practical recommendations for the 
development of Ecofarm.
商學學科服務研習計劃
Service-Learning Projects in Faculty of Business
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社會科學院服務研習計劃





































Organize 5 sessions of activities and 
1 outing for single-parent families on 









Organize 6 sessions of computer classes 
to enhance the elderly’s computer skills.
英語面試「無有
怕」工作坊





Kowloon City Baptist Church 
Hay Nien (Yan Ping) Primary 
School
為小六學生籌辦6節英語面試班。









Prof. CHAN Cheung Ming, Alfred
社會學及社會政策系
社會老年學講座教授
Chair Professor of Social 
Gerontology, 
Department of Sociology & Social 
Policy
裸聊背後的陷阱








Work with elder ambassadors to deliver 
the trap behind the naked chat in 
schools by designing educational tool 
kits.
向罪行說不





Work with elder ambassadors to 
promote the crimes prevention 
messages in schools by designing and 








Prof. CHAN Cheung Ming, Alfred
社會學及社會政策系
社會老年學講座教授
Chair Professor of Social 
Gerontology, 
Department of Sociology & Social 
Policy
馬學嘉博士














Organisation for Intervention, 




Design a set of promotional materials 













Teach healthy TAC dance and transfer 
health knowledge to primary school 















Design a survey to evaluate the 
effectiveness and incentives of the 








Tsuen Wan District Council
為「長者友善社區計劃」設計問卷	，
並在荃灣進行訪談。
Design a survey for the Aged-friendly 
City Program and conduct the survey 
interviews in Tsuen Wan.




























Adjunct Assistant Professor, 











Department of Sociology and Social 
Policy;
Teaching Fellow,





Care about Cleaning 
ladies
(3) 嶺南大學服務研習處




Raise students’ concerns about the 











Raise students’ awareness of food waste 











The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 
Service for Young People 
協助機構設計促進本地和南亞裔兒童
融合的活動。
Help the agency to design a program to 
foster better integration between local 
and South Asian children.
服務研習處服務研習計劃

































Department of Sociology and Social 
Policy;
Teaching Fellow,
Office of Service-Learning 
盧飛燕博士	
Dr. LO Fei Yin, Dawn
服務研習處
高級項目主任（研究）










The Salvation Army New 
Territories West Integrated 
Service Tuen Mun Integrated 




Visit elderly, interview the active elderly 
and write life stories of the elderly to 











Help the agency to design a program 











Help the agency to design a program to 
foster better integration between local 
and South Asian children.














Chair Professor of Social 
Gerontology, 










Adjunct Assistant Professor, 





Dr. CHAN Yin Lee, Maureen
管理學學系
高級研究員
Senior Research Fellow, 
Department of Management 
「勵行站」推廣
計劃







Assist daily operations and 
administrative works in the center and 












Design anti-cybercrime video and 















Evaluate and promote the Aged-friendly 
City in Tuen Mun through home and 
community visits and report the finding 







Tung Wah Group of Hospitals 




Work with the teenage tour guides and 












Design and produce promotional 
materials, and design strategic plans for 
the business development.
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附錄二：2013-14年度內地及國際服務研習計劃一覽表
Appendix 2: Table of Mainland and International Service-Learning 
Program (MISLP) in 2013-14
在2013-14年度暑假期間**，內地及國際服務研習計劃為96位嶺南大學生及來自合作院校的海外學生，提供於
全球社區實踐服務研習的機會，服務地區包括：北京、印度、印尼、台灣、美國、韓國等。
During 2013-14 summer holiday**, the MISLP provided opportunities for 96 students from both Lingnan and partner 
universities to serve and learn in projects all over the world—including Beijing, India, Indonesia, Taiwan, the United 

















Hong Kong and 
Yunnan, China
菲律賓德拉薩大學
De La Salle University, Manila, Philippines
中國雲南大學滇池學院
Dianchi college of  Yunnan university, China
台灣天主教輔仁大學
Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan
中國中山大學嶺南(大學)學院
Lingnan College, Sun Yat-Sen University, China
印尼貝特拉基督教大學
Petra Christian University, Indonesia
韓國首爾女子大學







A 7.5-week summer course that incorporated 
various study elements, including guest lectures, 
research, discussion, agency visits, service 
practicum, and also a tour in Mainland China. 
All participants, including Lingnan students and 
exchange students from universities in China, 
Indonesia, Philippines, South Korea and Taiwan, 
learned about active ageing and social enterprise 
and strived to be global citizens with great civic 
engagement and social responsibility.
印尼社區服務項目










Participants with various university students 
observed and analyzed the living conditions of 
the community in Indonesia, and then provided 
solutions to the current social problems by 














Gezhangla Village in Yunnan, China
香港基督教協進會

















In 2007, Deloitte China and Lingnan University 
jointly launched a Village Adoption Project in 
Yunnan to help an underserved rural village and 
to pilot it as a sustainable development model 
for rural communities in China. This project 
aimed to pilot and develop a model for the 
sustainable development of a rural community 
in China through academic research, corporate 
social responsibility and voluntary services. In 
addition, it aimed to promote the concept and 
























Student helped promote reading culture in 
village schools in China and enhance the teaching 
and learning quality. 
地球村大使計劃






Habitat for Humanity Sri Lanka
學生前往東南亞的發展中地區參與興建房屋的
項目。在全球語境下，反思貧窮和房屋議題。
Students helped build affordable houses in a 
South-East Asia developing country, and reflected 
the issues of poverty and housing in global 
context. 
廣東「家」工作營












Students served patients from Leprosy (Hansen’s 
Disease) recovering villages and involved in work 
related to the issues of education in rural area, 
environmental protection, ageing and disability 
with “JIA” volunteers. 
我．關懷兒童








A student-led service trip, in which students 
created hope for China’s abandoned and disabled 








Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan
仁愛修會轄下各個中心









A student-led service trip with volunteers from 
all over the world, provided hospice care to the 
patients in the Missionaries of Charity centers, 










Beijing Cuncaochunhui Elderly Mental Health 
Service
中國人民大學老年學研究所




Students did volunteer service for elderly and 
conducted research focus on ageing.
印度服務研習與研究
計劃










Students conducted research focuses on the 
Social Responsibility or education development 

















***Students from the Renmin University of 










Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan
天人岩屋
Tian Ren Yan Wu (Translated)
學生在機構服務兒童，以及進行有關社會企業
等社會議題的研究。
Students did volunteer service for children and 
conducted research focuses on social enterprises 









Yunnan Development Centre for Youth
學生在青少年機構服務，以及進行有關中國社
會企業或志願者發展的研究。
Students did volunteer service in youth centers 
and conducted research focuses on social 
enterprise or volunteer development in China.
























International Association of Students in 
Economic and Commercial Sciences (AIESEC)
學生可自選服務地點、時間、對象，然後運用
學科知識和技能解決當地社區問題。
Students chose the service location, duration and 
targets by themselves and provided solutions 
to the current local problems by applying their 
knowledge and skills. 
首爾女子大學全球服務研習
計劃










Students engaged in issues for the world 
sustainable development such as environment 
protection, poverty and education through the 
meaningful participation from designing to 
evaluation with Korea students. 
清華大學中美大學生暑期教育
扶貧社會實踐活動
Tsinghua University Summer 










Students with various Tsinghua students 
and volunteers from other regions provided 
diversified services, including English teaching, 
social survey conducting, lectures and 
intercultural communication exercises in rural 
villages in China. 
VIA暑期社會創業家領袖	
(XSEL)	計劃
VIA Exchange for Social 













The program brought together aspiring 
changemakers from China, Hong Kong, Japan 
and the U.S. for an intensive 4-week program 
on leadership and social entrepreneurship.  
Participants learned about the root causes of 
social issues and explored innovative solutions 
through visits to social enterprises and 




SLSI included local and international students. 12 participants were local students while 10 participants were international students from 
China, Indonesia, Philippines, South Korea and Taiwan.
中國雲南山區服務研習計劃提供了機會給予3批學生分別在秋季、冬季、暑期的時候到雲南山區義教。
A Village Adoption Project in Yunnan provided opportunities for 3 branches of student groups to teach in Yunnan villages in autumn, winter 
and summer.
兩位同學為中國人民大學的學生。










出席人數			No. of Attendance: 1585




Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies, Lingnan University
天主教培聖中學
Pui Shing Catholic Secondary School
佛教筏可紀念中學
Buddhist Fat Ho Memorial College
培聖長者學苑
Pui Shing Elder Academy
佛教葉紀南紀念中學
Buddhist Yip Kei Nam Memorial College
伊利沙伯中學舊生會中學
Queen Elizabeth School Old Students’ Association Secondary School
佛教葉紀南耆康長者學苑
Buddhist Yip Kei Nam Memorial College Elder Academy
伊利沙伯中學舊生會教育服務中心長者學苑
Queen Elizabeth Old Students’ Association Education Centre Elder 
Academy
嶺南大學人文學科研究中心
Centre for Humanities Research, Lingnan University
馬錦明慈善基金馬可賓紀念中學





San Wui Commercial Society Secondary School
中華基督教會何福堂書院
Church of Christ in China Hoh Fuk Tong College
新會商會中學長者學苑	
San Wui Commercial Society Secondary School Elder Academy
中華基督教會譚李麗芬紀念中學
Church of Christ in China Tam Lee Lai Fun Memorial Secondary School
嗇色園可道長者學苑
Sik Sik Yuen Ho Dao Elder Academy
福堂長者學苑
Fuk Tong Elder Academy
聖雅各福群會灣仔長者地區中心
St. James’ Settlement Wanchai District Elderly Community Centre
香港路德會社會服務處富欣花園長者中心
Harmony Garden Lutheran Centre for the Elderly, Hong Kong Lutheran 
Social Service, Lutheran Church - Hong Kong Synod
嶺南大學學生服務中心
Student Services Centre, Lingnan University
可道中學（嗇色園主辦）
Ho Dao College (Sponsored by Sik Sik Yuen)
思賢長者學苑	
Sze Yin Elderly College
何式南長者學苑
Ho Sik Nam Elder Academy
大澳長者學苑
Tai O Elder Academy
香港教育工作者聯會黃楚標中學
Hong Kong Federation of Education Workers Wong Cho Bau Secondary 
School
譚李麗芬長者學苑	
Tam Lee Lai Fun Elder Academy
香港紅十字會
Hong Kong Red Cross
尊賢會
The Jade Club 
香港聖公會東涌長者學苑	–	教聯會黃楚標天地
Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui Tung Chung Elder Academy Hong Kong 
Federation of Education Workers Wong Cho Bau Centre
鄰舍輔導會深水埗康齡社區服務中心
The Neighbourhood Advice-Action Council Sham Shui Po District Elderly 
Community Centre
基督教香港信義會葵涌長者鄰舍中心
Kwai Chung Neighbourhood Elderly Centre, Evangelical Lutheran Church 
Social Service - Hong Kong
香港警務處屯門警區
Tuen Mun District, Hong Kong Police Force
嶺南大學群芳文化研究及發展部
Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme, Lingnan 
University
屯門長者學苑	
Tuen Mun Elder Academy 
嶺南鍾榮光博士紀念中學
Lingnan Dr. Chung Wing Kwong Memorial Secondary School 
屯門羅陳楚思長者學苑	
Tuen Mun Law Chan Chor Si Elder Academy 
嶺南衡怡紀念中學
Lingnan Hang Yee Memorial Secondary School 
衛訊電訊有限公司




Yan Chai Hospital No. 2 Secondary School 
嶺南大學香港同學會小學
Lingnan University Alumni Association Primary School 
仁濟醫院何式南小學
Yan Chai Hospital Ho Sik Nam Primary School
嶺南大學學生會嶺南文社
Literature Society, Lingnan University Students’ Union 
仁濟醫院羅陳楚思小學
Yan Chai Hospital Law Chan Chor Si Primary School





Lok Sin Tong Chan Lai Jeong Kiu Social Centre for the Elderly, 
The Lok Sin Tong Benevolent Society Kowloon
仁濟醫院林百欣中學
Yan Chai Hospital Lim Por Yen Secondary School
樂頤長者學苑
Lok Yi Elder Academy 
仁濟醫院林百欣長者學苑




Yan Oi Tong Tin Ka Ping Secondary School
新界西長者學苑聯網
New Territories West Elder Academies Cluster
仁信長者學苑	
Yan Shun Elder Academy
伯裘明愛長者學苑
Pak Kau Caritas Elder Academy
元朗天主教中學




Yuen Long Catholic Secondary School Caritas Elder Academy
文化承傳計劃 – 服務研習藝行大使
Sustainable Development Fund Project: “Cultural Sustainable Project through a group of 
Cultural Service-Learning Ambassadors”
計劃時段			Program Period: 1/9/2013-31/8/2014
出席人數			No. of Attendance: 520




Centre for Humanities Research, Lingnan University
仁濟醫院何式南小學
Yan Chai Hospital Ho Sik Nam Primary School
興德學校
Hing Tak School 
博愛醫院陳平紀念長者鄰舍中心








The Neighbourhood Advice-Action Council Sham Shui Po District Elderly 
Community Centre
荃灣長者社區友善計劃
Tsuen Wan Age-friendly City Project
計劃時段			Program Period: 2-8/2014
出席人數			No. of Attendance: 140




Caritas District Elderly Centre - Yuen Long (Tin Chak Centre)
香港耆康老人福利會
The Hong Kong Society for the Aged
明愛梨木樹長者鄰舍中心
Caritas Elderly Centre - Lei Muk Shue 
荃灣區議會
Tsuen Wan District Council
長青之友社
Cheung Ching Friends Association
東華三院王李名珍荃灣長者鄰舍中心
Tung Wah Group of Hospitals Mrs. Wang Li Ming Tzun Tsuen Wan 
Neighbourhood Elderly Centre
荃灣民政事務處




Hong Kong Alzheimer’s Disease Association
仁濟醫院方若愚長者鄰舍中心
Yan Chai Hospital Fong Yock Yee Neighbourhood Elderly Centre
香港房屋協會
Hong Kong Housing Society
仁濟醫院楊溫先生夫人長者鄰舍中心








Yan Chai Hospital Social Service Department
九龍樂善堂樂善堂尹立強敬老康樂中心
Lok Sin Tong Wan Lap Keung Social Centre for the Elderly, The Lok Sin Tong 
Benevolent Society Kowloon
圓玄學院社會服務部





出席人數			No. of Attendance: 335




Association for Engineering and Medical Volunteer Services - The Endeavor
香港耀能協會安定工場
SAHK On Ting Workshop
扶康會良景成人訓練中心	
Fu Hong Society Leung King Adult Training Centre 
香港復康會職業復康及再培訓中心
The Hong Kong Society for Rehabilitation Vocational Rehabilitation & 
Retraining Centre
扶康會山景成人訓練中心
Fu Hong Society Shan King Adult Training Centre
鄰舍輔導會就業服務（新界）
The Neighbourhood Advice-Action Council Employment Service (New 
Territories)
匡智會匡智山景中心	
Hong Chi Association Hong Chi Shan King Centre
鄰舍輔導會屯門綜合就業服務中心
The Neighbourhood Advice-Action Council Tuen Mun Integrated 
Employment Service Centre
香港基督教服務處屯門早期教育及訓練中心
Hong Kong Christian Service Tuen Mun Early Education and Training Centre
嶺南大學服務研習學生組織
Service-Learning Student Association, Lingnan University
竹園區神召會康樂庇護工場
Pentecostal Church of Hong Kong Sheltered Workshop
社會福利署屯門區福利辦事處
Social Welfare Department Tuen Mun District Social Welfare Office 
附錄四：服務研習處諮詢委員會一覽表










Social Services, Yan Oi Tong




United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia
陳湛文先生










Sheng Kung Hui Lam Woo Memorial Secondary School
戴樂群醫生




Prince of Wales Hospital, Hospital Authority
高靜芝女士




The Central Policy Unit 
林家禮博士	
Dr. LAM Lee George
麥格理資本（香港）有限公司
中南半島、緬甸及泰國區主席兼亞洲區資深顧問	
Chairman, Indochina, Myanmar and Thailand, and Senior Adviser – Asia, 
Macquarie Capital (Hong Kong) Limited











Leader Pharmaceutical & Cosmetic Co. Limited
香港牙醫學會
永遠名譽會員	
Honorary Life Member, 
Hong Kong Dental Association
梁王珏城女士	




Honorary Assistant Professor, 




Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Applied Social Sciences, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
李成新先生	




All Grace Management Consultancy
林寶財先生	








The Free Methodist Church of HK- Social Service Division
吳家聲教授	




Department of Sociology, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof. Jane Szutu PERMAUL
美國加州大學（洛杉磯分校）
榮休助理副校長及榮休兼任教授	
Assistant Vice Chancellor, Emeritus, Student Affairs and Adjunct Professor of 
Higher Education, 
University of California, Los Angeles, USA
謝偉鴻先生	




Hiu Kwong Nursing Service Limited




Stanford Overseas Program in Cape Town, Stanford University School of 
Education, USA
石蕾女士	




Education Programs, Yale-China Association
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附錄五：服務研習課程委員會



























Prof. CHAN Ching Kiu, Stephen
嶺南大學教務處
協理副校長（教務）及教務長
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs) and Registrar, 
Registry, Lingnan University




Teaching and Learning Centre, Lingnan University 
施樂民教授
Prof. Robin Stanley SNELL
嶺南大學商學課程辦公室
商學課程主任
Director of Business Programmes, 
Business Programmes Office, Lingnan University  
陳效能教授	




Bachelor of Social Sciences (Hons) Degree Programme Office, Lingnan 
University
文一龍教授










Department of Economics, Lingnan University




Department of Philosophy, Lingnan University
王曉勤教授




Department of Marketing and International Business, Lingnan University
曾雪雯同學
Ms. TSANG Suet Man
學生代表
Student Representative
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附錄六：我們的服務研習團隊（2013年9月至2014年8月）






























Dr. LO Fei Yin, Dawn
高級項目主任（研究）
Senior Project Officer (Research)
黃麗娟小姐
Ms. WONG Lai Kuen, Stella
高級項目主任（社工）
Senior Project Officer (Social Work)
李伊婷小姐
















































Ms. WONG Yuk Yu, Esther
項目統籌員
Project Co-ordinator
Ms. Caroline Hillborn CANNON
服務研習客席導師
Visiting Service-Learning Tutor
























Ms. CHAN Lai Ming, Amin
管理學
Management 2
CLC9012/ MKT/ GEB254 關懷我們的社會–社會市場學
To Care about our Society -  Social Marketing
SLP 101 / 1101 服務研習之社區參與
Community Engagement through Service-Learning
郭文煒同學	






Ms. LEUNG Lok Yee, Kitty
哲學
Philosophy 3
TRA209 / 3209 流行文化的文本翻譯
Translation of Texts in Popular Culture
CLE9008 / TRA108 / GEC364 雙語網絡文化
Bilingual Cyber Culture
盧婉華同學	





Art and  Well Being
翁瑋俊同學




SLP 101 / 1101 服務研習之社區參與
Community Engagement through Service-Learning
SOC333 健康、疾病與行為



























































(Contemporary Social Issues and Policy)
2
本地服務研習計劃
Service-Learning and Research Scheme
李坤賢同學
Mr. LI Kwan Yin, Dexter
社會科學（現代社會行為科學）
Social Sciences 
(Behavioral Science in Modern Society)
2
本地服務研習計劃
Service-Learning and Research Scheme
服務研習實習生
Service-Learning Project Trainee













































































2nd Service-Learning Student Association (SLSA)
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附錄七：2013-14年度服務研習獎學金和贊助金一覽表
Appendix 7: Tables of Service-Learning Scholarship 














The MISLP provides opportunities for students from both Lingnan and partner 
universities to serve and learn in projects all over the world—including Beijing, 







The program aims to equip undergraduate students with knowledge and skills 
of community-based research, to prepare them for senior research projects/ 




Conference: 2014 National 
Service-Learning Conference 
and Global Youth Service Day
參加者從研討會和主題演講中獲得知識、資源、想法和靈感後，將以青年領
袖的身份，凝聚社會力量，為社區帶來正面的改變。
This conference offered participants knowledge, resources, ideas, and inspiration 





A Study Trip to the United 
States: Service-Learning and 
Best Practices of Liberal Arts 






Led by Prof. Mette Hjort, Associate Vice President (Academic Quality Assurance 
and Internationalisation), a 17-member delegation of Lingnan visited Michigan 
State University, Michigan Campus Compact and 8 liberal arts colleges in the 
United States from 1 to 10 June to share and learn different models and practices 














The Grants enables faculty members to newly incorporate Service-Learning 
elements in courses, to implement community-based research projects and 





A Study Trip to the United 
States: Service-Learning and 
Best Practices of Liberal Arts 






Led by Prof. Mette Hjort, Associate Vice President (Academic Quality Assurance 
and Internationalisation), a 17-member delegation of Lingnan visited Michigan 
State University, Michigan Campus Compact and 8 liberal arts colleges in the 
United States from 1 to 10 June to share and learn different models and practices 
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附錄八：2013-14年度服務研習活動一覽表

























Tuesday Luncheon - Once 
Upon a Time in that 
Summer
嶺南大學學生會




Understand and discuss the history 






Tuesday Luncheon - Once 
Upon a Time in that 
Autumn
嶺南大學學生會




Understand and discuss the history 









Yuen Long District Social 





Introduce the concept of Service-
Learning to teachers and local service 
agencies. It served as a platform for 






UNESCO Book Launch 
Seminar
嶺南大學教與學中心





Dr. Tandon was invited to visit 
Lingnan and share his view on higher 























A platform for Service-Learning 
partners, teachers and students to 







Tuesday Luncheon – 
Once Upon a Time in 
That Winter
嶺南大學人文學科研究中心
Centre for Humanities Research, 
Lingnan University
認識及討論香港房屋問題的歷史。
Understand and discuss the housing 







Tuesday Luncheon – 







Discuss how to conquer the 









Tuen Mun District Social 




Allow students and teachers 




















Tuen Mun District Social 
Welfare Office of Social Welfare 
Department
屯門民政事務處
Home Affairs Department, Tuen 
Mun District Office
屯門區小學校長會
Tuen Mun District Primary School 
Heads Association
教育局屯門區學校發展組
Tuen Mun District School 
Development Section, Education 
Bureau
屯門區中學校長會





Introduce the concept of Service-
Learning to teachers and local service 
agencies. It served as a platform for 










Enhance teachers’ understanding of 







A Study Trip to the 
United States: Service-
Learning and Best 
Practices of Liberal Arts 









Visit Michigan State University, 
Michigan Campus Compact and 8 
liberal arts colleges in the United 
States to share and learn different 
models and practices of Service-
Learning, as well as the quality 
assurance in liberal arts education.
17
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附錄九：2013-14年度服務研習處的研究一覽表
Appendix 9: Tables of Researches Conducted by 
Office of Service-Learning in 2013-14
服務研習相關的研究項目
Service-Learning Related Research Projects
1.1
探索香港服務研習的本土元素	
Exploring Indigenous Elements of Service-Learning in Hong Kong
1.2
內地及國際服務研習計劃的學生學習：以暑期服務研習所為例
An Exploratory Study on Student’s Learning through Mainland and International Service-Learning Program: A Case Study of 
Cross-Border Service-Learning Summer Institute
1.3
不同持份者對服務研習教學助理計劃的成效評估	







UNESCO’s Research: Training and Capacity Building in Community-based Research
2.2
年齡差異：從能力理論看不同生命歷程的職業發展
Age Diversity: Applying the Capabilities Approach to Career Development Across the Life Course
服務研習相關的研究文章
Service-Learning Related Research Papers
1.1
Chan, A.C.M. & Ma C.H.K. (2013). A Hong Kong University First: Establishing service-learning as an academic credit-bearing 
subject. Gateways: International Journal of Community Research and Engagement, 6:178-198
1.2
Ma, H.K. & Tandon, R. (2014). Knowledge, engagement and higher education in Asia and the Pacific. In Global University 
Network for innovation, Higher Education in the World 5: Knowledge engagement and higher education: contributing to social 
change (pp.196-207). Spain: Global University Network for innovation
1.3
Chan, A.C.M., Ma, C.H.K, & Liu, A.C. (2014). Addressing Aging Issues through Elder Learning in the Asia-Pacific Region. In 
Global University Network for innovation. Higher Education in the World 5: Knowledge engagement and higher education: 





The Office of Service-Learning research projects and research-related publication are conducted in English. The topics of above research 






















































Sustainable Development Fund Project: “Cultural Sustainable Project through a group of Cultural Service-Learning 




The 4th Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning 
















Singtao Daily, Topic: Service-Learning in Lingnan University Embeds with Innovative Ideas to Develop “Service Leaders” 




Singtao Daily, Topic: Sustainable Development Fund Project: “Cultural Sustainable Project through a Group of Cultural 
Service-Learning Ambassadors”




Singtao Daily, Topic: Sustainable Development Fund Project: “Cultural Sustainable Project through a Group of Cultural 
Service-Learning Ambassadors”
Stories in Our Community: Learning History to Preserve Cultural Heritage
24/06/2014
由於報紙專欄以中文出版，英文標題為翻譯文。
Since News Supplements are published in Chinese, all topics in English are translated.
*
2013-14年度收入財政報告	(2013年7月至2014年6月)





Funding for Advancement of Outcome-based Education (from UGC) $330,000
B
服務研習計劃主要捐款	(連配對補助金)	(獲梁啟雄先生捐款)1
Main Donation for Service-Learning & Research Scheme (with matching) (from Mr. K.H. Leung)1 $5,903,806.074
C
服務研習營運資金	(獲大學撥款)
University Budget to Service-Learning (from University) $3,300,000
D
知識承傳及服務研習計劃資金	(獲教資會撥款)
Funding for Knowledge Transfer and Service-Learning Programs (from UGC) $1,104,170.54
E 融合服務研習與領袖培訓計劃資金	(獲利豐基金會撥款)Funding for Integrated Study of Leadership (from Li & Fung Foundation) $681,626.1
F
中國雲南山區服務研習計劃捐款	(連配對補助金及利息)	(獲德勤中國捐款)2
Donation for Yunnan Project (with matching & interests) (from Deloitte China)2 $1,686,493.24
G
其他服務研習計劃捐款	(獲嶺南基金會捐款)
Donation for Service-Learning Projects (from Lingnan Foundation) $2,355,584.09
H
亞太區服務研習計劃資金
Funiding for Service-Learning Projects in Asia $961,047.802
I
其他社區服務研習計劃
Other Community Service-Learning Projects $1,399,273.486
J
其他研究項目
Other Research Projects $60,342.78
K
其他捐款及收入
Other Donations & Income $804,544.24
總收入	=
Total Income = $18,586,898.352
2013-14年度支出財政報告	(2013年7月至2014年6月)





Funding for Advancement of Outcome-based Education (from UGC) $46,200.65
II
務研習計劃主要捐款	(連配對補助金)	(獲梁啟雄先生捐款)
Main Donation for Service-Learning & Research Scheme (with matching) (from Mr. K.H. Leung) $8,341.73
III
服務研習營運資金	(獲大學撥款)
University Budget to Service-Learning (from University) $2,477,267.97
IV
知識承傳及服務研習計劃資金	(獲教資會撥款)
Funding for Knowledge Transfer and Service-Learning Programs (from UGC) $1,090,778.19
V
融合服務研習與領袖培訓計劃資金	(獲利豐基金會撥款)
Funding for Integrated Study of Leadership (from Li & Fung Foundation) $490,876.96
VI
中國雲南山區服務研習計劃捐款	(連配對補助金及利息)	(獲德勤中國捐款)
Donation for Yunnan Project (with matching & interests) (from Deloitte China) $449,449.26
VII
其他服務研習計劃捐款	(獲嶺南基金會捐款)
Donation for Service-Learning Projects (from Lingnan Foundation) $1,236,714.44
VIII
亞太區服務研習計劃資金
Funiding for Service-Learning Projects in Asia $260,266.69
IX
其他社區服務研習計劃
Other Community Service-Learning Projects $742,446.17
X
其他研究項目
Other Research Projects $53,702.79
XI
其他捐款及收入
Other Donations & Income $3,793,830.938
總支出	=
Total Expenses = $10,649,835.788
財政報告
Financial Report





















Balance at this date of 30 June 2014 = $7,937,062.564備註:
Remarks: 
1)	已預算梁啟雄先生捐款港幣$5,895,464.344	作2014-18年度之服務研習活動之用
       HK$5,895,464.344 is marked for Service-Learning programs for the Year of 2014-18 
2)	已預算中國雲南山區服務研習計劃捐款（連配對補助金及利息）（獲德勤中國捐款）港幣	$1,237,043.98	作2014-17年度之山區服務研習活動之用		
       HK$1,237,043.98 is marked for A Village Adoption Project in Yunnan, China (from Deloitte China) (with insterest) for the Year of 2014-17

